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Mr. Bridges is pouring cement over
1
the top of his. work, and this is cons
ABOUT FOUR HUNDRED MEN'sidered for more useful
and lasting, CONSIDERED BY THE RUSSIAN
MEASURES SAYS NEW
WILL WORK HOUR LESS
a:, the composition hardene after it
PRESS AS IltelleSSIBLE
EACH DAY.
ORLEANS.
drcips down into the cracks and holds
in' tight compact the brick all the
UNDER SATI:34 TERMS'
Nothing Yet Heard From Major way from
one end of the sweet to the
Newcmer Regarding Tennesother.
INJURES THE CITY
see River Bridge.
DOUBTS IF JAPANESE
AND THE PEOPLE.
;Nothing
Yet
Done.
•
-Yesterday morning there was rePOSITION IS AS STATED.
Two weeks ago the board of works
ceived by the local Illinois Central
authorities from Chicago headquar- notified Oontractor W. H. Patterson
Gov. Vardaman, of Mississippi, Puts
ters an order directing that begin- and also Contractor Ed Terrell that Approach
of Copference to Russians
Soldiers on Duty Against All
ning Tuesday morning there will be within five days they tout repair the
had
places
in
the
brick
streets
they
Is Like Red Flag to An Encut irons nine to eight hours per day
Refugees.
the working time of the employes at- Isid several years ago, Mr. Pattersoe
nOt1kreeere.."een
raged Bull.
tached to the local- paint stop, tank on Broadway from First to Fifth, and
repairing department machinists and Mr. Terrell on Fifth, Fourth and
FEWER NEW CASES
blackamiths. This order affect, about Thitd from Kentucky avenue to JetREPORTED YESTERDAY.
four hundred empluyes who will ferecon, and on Second from Broad TAFT'S VISIT TO TOKIO
make one 'hour less each •day after way to Jefferson Neither of these
ALSO CRITICISED.
the first of next month, than eere- contractors have clone as ordered and
tofore. This is one of the usual or- replaced the bad brick with good
Record Up to Yesterday.
ders from headquarters reducing the ones, or raised the low parts of the
New cases
3t
St. Petersburg, July e9.—The tone
time at periods deenied best, on ac- street. The board intends now to of the Russian press grows more
Total cases
236
count of the higher officials believ- have the work done by the city and warlike as the peace conference draws
New deaths
3
ing thetworle of these departments charge eatme up to the contractors, nigh, and the government . on all
Total deaths
48
can be properly looked after with who will haveto pa yfor the work.
sides is urged to resist humiliating
curtailed
hours.
demands even at the cost of continNew Orleans, July a.—The most
S/TOT A WOMAN.
uing the wee
disquieting new, in the yellow fever
"Peace on the Japanese terms, as
eituation today is the evidence that
About Old Bridge.
Madise lbO.
. July en —Miss
Nothing has yet been heard by the Johanie, of
outlined by Mr. Sato," says the Russ,
panic is increasing in the smaller
Tiede, we- • ei
• are rohioh
steatriboatmen of this city and sur- seriouien
is the first peva' to comment
towns of Louisiana and Mississippi.
wounded le
rounding waters keen Major New- with
'seriously on the Sato ennerviews, "can
O and that a disposition is growing to
shorn she had -been hivit. is in
only be an armistice?' The Russ,
comer, the United States government a p- • oious condition
r•rive the disastrous connnercial guar
and thinking
attache who bait charge of the Tenwhich has now the largest liberal
amine of i897, when some of the coun
.. going to die. los made affinessee river. To him was sent the
try towns even refused tn receive ice
T,..
't teat the ehootire was unpro- following, finds the Japanese depetition by the rives:ten, requesting.
or hardware from New (rleans. Co
s" mud:asked, las-Ce;sees-areest. mands. far from; moderate, and see
that the
echaeree Of the -conference ending
Central railroad be - The wiehran. up to a tee days
lumbia, Lae bars all kinds of rnerchan
ago,
compelled to immediately tear down '"id
successfully.
di,e except hardware. Utica, Miss.,
if Me. Sato has correctbeen masquerading as a man.
the abandoned bride spanning the; Cnok fled
will oot receive freight of any kind;
immediately after the ly stated the *puttee position, but it
Tennessee liver above here on ehe 1
appears to believe that Baron KornerCayka, 'Miss, will take SD fruit nor
ra's spokesman is acting "on hie reLouisville division of Sive road, ind
vegetables; Jackson. La.,
- wants no
which structure is a great menace to
sponsibility," or scents a poseibte
household articles from New Orleans.
UNUSUAL RECORD
bluff to pave the way for the accept- •
navigation. The petition went to the
Several towns. in Tem-water and otht cestle, Ky., hey
Nicholas
ance of actual and more moderate
major ten days ago and some re- Kelly, eh() died
er: along the Mississippi Valley road
here at the age of
sponse is expected right away.
in elississippi refuse to allow express
6o, had an unusual record. Although terms by Japan.
The Sviet continues its fault-finding
matter of any kinder" be put off; Port
a distiller and,dealer in whisiky nearGibson will not take bread nor anyVlyin Devil Caught Hine
ly all 'his life, be had never touched with the "tactlessness)" of the vein
of Secretary of War Taft and Miss
time( wrapped in burlap that may be
•le Preess, the Illinojs Cee- a drop of intoxicating liquor.
Alice Roosevelt to Japan while the
shopped from this city. Some of t*
tral raikoader. is nursing a broken
RELATIONS AGAIN STRAINED hand and badly injured foot, that
United Stated is host of the peace
Texas towin are aseirer that the mails
plenipotentiaries.
be fumigated.
was hurt while in Chicago two weeks
Between the Germans and the French ago He is hying there and one evOver Morocco Matter.
ening- while crossing the sweet was
JAPAN TALKS PLAINLY.
New Orleans Will Suffer.
run 'town by an automobile, which DELhfAR TRACK
If the movernent to, quarantine OVERHEAD TROLLEY WIRE
UNABLE
TO
WILL BE UP IN A FEW
Paris. July, e9.—France's relations knocked 'him sprawling and run over
freight spreads New Orleans will sufEVADE THE LAW, AND
Saying Russia's Envoys Must Have
with Germany are amen showing his prostrate form, breaking the hand
DAYS.
fer much more seriously than from
RACES
Full Power in Conference.
STOP.
Isere, of strain owing to the inability and badly hurting his foot and kg.
-the fever itself. Up to the present
-- General
Manager
Wallace
Premier
Receives
Reelectane Ambassador He has been back ten days and will
there has been no local apprehension
Word That Twelve of New MoRackslin to conclude A definite be laid up a owner se weeks yet be- Missouri Supreme Court Must Pass ;New York, July 29.—Inquiry wa
o, a dangerotis epidemic, and it was
on Writ of Prohibition Granttors Hive Been Shipped
program for the Moroccan conference. fore being able to resume work.
made of Mr. Sato, official spokesman
believed that if the board, of health
ed at Jefferson City.
The
agreement
for
of
the Japanese peace commission,
July
8
contemplatin other stetes lived up rigidly to their
The belt line connecting the Synth e(' a joint program, hut the arrangeas to the attitude of time Japanese
Fleeing Conductor.
•agreenvent
to
net
restricplace
any
St. Louis, July 29 --In a statement on the
•
Sixth street car line with the Seth ment of this program is causing requestion of as armistice, and
Conductor William Wilkerson, who
tions upon the transportation of
and Broad street end of the South newed difficulty, particularly in con formerly can out of here over the Il- signed by Samuel W. Adler, one of he replied: "Japan is perfectly willfreight, there would be only a slight
Third street system, will be finished nection with France's right to police linois Centraer ranroad, arrived here the stockholders, the Delemer Jockey ing to agree to an armistice after
reduction cf business. and the chief
sometime this week and the Sixth the territory adjoining Algeria and yesterday from New Orleans., while :clef) Friday announced that there the credentials of both coeurnistrions
incorwentence would be in the inabin
street car rue all the way around over supervise the maintenance of order getting out of the way of yellow -would be no racing at the Delmar ;have been examined and verified.
its of'country people to come here
track this afternoon.
Broad and deem Third without the terougheitt the empire.
"The examinatiose tof credentials
fever He 'runs out of that southern
and ine•New Orleans people to go into
•
The decision to suspend operations
passengers having to ainderge the
It
meet
is
the
French
necesearily en,the first duty of
view
that
but
these
town,
account
on
-if
great
the
the Southern towns and cities.
at Delmar race track was reached
trouble of transferring.
the peace delegutee, to ascertain that
rights follow from the agreement of danger 'hi, train with others has
Anticipating the quarantine most of
after
a conference between officials
The Some Third sttent line ends July 8, wherees Germany does not been annualled, and yesterday he
ail are qualified to act itt'the capacity
the hushes% houses, with the discovat Sixth and Broad, while several hun wish to define the extent of French reached here en route north. He says of the jockey club and their attor- to which they are represented. In
ery of the fever, ordered their drumneys.
dred reel this side of that intersection police and financial reforms. The de- the condition is quite alarming.
the negotiations for peace that ended
• niers not to come to town, but to reMr. Adler stated that the race track the
•
the South Sixth street branch has end cisive status of negotiations has earnChinese war I remiember there
Trainers leor terrieory, aro that they ed.
would
be temporarily closed pendSince Third weet was torn up ed
was
renewed
much delay became the crecknapprehensio
n
of
the
milehestraiel freely and send in their
ing the decision of the Supreme
for the reconstruction work, the pas- bourse, and the newspapers have refiats of one of time Chinese plenipoorders eis usual during the prevalence
Court
en
bnnc
on the writ of prohisengers for that end of town have had n wed their sharp criticism of Gertentiaries did not bear the Enaperor's
of the arckeete het if there is an em- to
bition granted at Jefferson City by
go up South Sixth street and then many's course.
seal, granting him plenary powers.
bargo put on freight now, New OrJudge
W.
C. Marshall, of the supreme
when they reached the end of the
"However, I think an armistice will
leans drummers will find their usefnl Sixth
COMING TO CLOSE UP THE court, which prohibits county officials
street division several htendeed
be agreed upon after ehe commission,
FINE PRESENTS.
ness at an end and New Onetime netCONTRAC
interfering
TS
WITH
in
any
PAway
with St. Louis
feet from Sixth arid Broad, they have
oral business will tie diverted to other
police officials who have -been con- enter focrreally upon Allier work. It
DUCAHANS.
had to trantifer and take the car tbat Mrs. Langstaff Donated Valuable
has been the civitotOt0
.111 peace neperms.
sleeting raids upon the track.
,
carries them Innim Sixth and Broad
gotiations
cease
to
Inentnities
during
Works to Library.
Cement Used on Third Street Brick
down over Brcsad to Third and tifien
the convention of peace plenipotenWork
to
Fill
Crack—Oth
Warrant°
Proceedings
er
Quo
.
Fever in Mississippi.
down the latter thoroughfare to a
eterday Mrs. G. A Langstaff doStreets Not Repaired.
Jefferson City. MO, July 29.----(ene tiaries."
The hfitery of the case of yellow point where the torntip condition of
to
Carnegie
the
library
several
warrranto
proceeding'., prepared by
fever reported in Lumberton, Miss.. the thoroughfare brings them
to a
ble works, included in the list
Full Powers.
President George Ingram, of the Attorney General Hadley, were filed
the first in that state, has nee yet been 'cop. Now the car company
has ex,
.
"Gibbon's
Roman
Empire"
by
SouthernSato
Mr.
in
supreme
was
the
Bitulithic
court
Friday
asiced as to the deficompany
seeking
of
Nashtraced, but it is nee considered imposts trended the -South Sixth street line hen
elumee History of England. ville. Tenn., will arrive here either to- to annul the charter of the Delmar nite powers of the members of his
able that the victim is one of the laying rail, between its end and
lfleadleyni Napoleon and other stand- morrow 'evening or Tuesday fee the Jockey club and to confiscate the commiterion, and tie said:
many Italian. who fled from the terminus for the Third street
1 . ard publications.
perpose of closing rip the sett -con- property for the use of the State. reeky have power to reject any
French Market district here. Very and thereby connected op a belt
The trintees are desirroun that every tract they let to Robertson & Gard- Jude Miarehall, of the supreme court, proposoal and commit the Japanese
probably cases will develop at other around which the care can go from
body who can donate them good ner, of this city, to lay tfie storm wa nested an order (erecting the respond- goverernent to any dercumeat
points though the danger i, constant- Sixth on over to Broad to
they
Third hooks and in this manner airiest in the ter sewers, and also grade
the .public ent to appear ;before .the supreme may sign, subject, of Nerve, to the
lessering,
because so tight is the without the passengers having to tin
Is
cream drawn around New Orleans dtren a transfer. The belt has been tedious undertaking of amassing a !streets for the brick and benlithic court on October TO and show cause sanction of the emperor."
•
select list of good works.
work on Kentucky avenue from Sec- Why the charter ehoole not be anelle reports' that China intended
mow, at least as tar as the emergence finished, but the overhead trolley wire
ond to Ninth, Jefferson from Second nolled and the property forfeited to asking for an indemnity Mr. Sato had
of 'tenets is concerned, that it is has not pet been stretched, and tend
JUST SWELTERING.
read, and regarding this he mid:
to Ninth, and Sixth, Seventh and the state.
deubtfut if any more will be able to this is done the cars cantwit Piss
Ninth from the avenue leo Jefferson.
The petition alleges the miurse of "China could not ask any indernleave the city. Lumberton is on the around the belt. The management
The Thermometer Went to 94 De- There are a few more details
It wee. her inability
to be the franchise granted the jockey club nity of Japan
Ship island road, and it ,would not states that it will have the wire up
grees Yesterday.
completed before the contract ie final- since the law prohibiting pool-selling or unwillingness to beep Russia out
have been difficult for an Italian from within the next few days and cars
sent
and bookrnsiking recently went into of Manchuria that force(' us into a
ly signed up sweat:lade binding.
here to have gone via the L. & N. and around without "tapping. The patThe bottom suddenly fell out of the
war."
Mr. Robertsosswill return tomorrow effect.
the Ship Island road to that point. Dr. rons of that section have been sinxcool 'spell of weather yesterday, and from Hot Spring's, Ark where
Throughout) the day Raron Kflie
Wadsin, of the marine hospeal eery- iertsly awaiting this and will hail with
Old Sol reigned supreme as the weath has been the pert ewo weeks eocjournniura- has applied himself closely to
GRAND REUNION.
ice, is in charge of the Lumberton pleasure the near completion of the er
was sweltering It really seemed ing. His partner, Mk.
his official duties. Many dispatches
Gardner, excase, which has been tereened and it- extension.
warmer than it actually was, as the pects to leave this week fon- Chicago
are transinetted to and from Tokio.
a
All
Veterans
Paducah
Invited
to
Up
elated, ant) is being scientifically
General Manager George Wallace maximum during the day was only 94
Tonight Baron Km:aura and his suite
to look at some ditch diegene maEddyvine Tuesday.
treated. It it. net considered probable stated yesterday that the factory had degrees,
as registered on the thermom chines that will be brought here and
dined with the trustees of the Japa4.
that there will be any spread there, shipped twelve of the new motore or
eten of Weather Observer William used for the storm sewer excavations,
nese climb.
•
Adjutant
John
Grief,
the
V.
of
and lhe Ship Islam] trains will confor the cars, while the other six Bornemare of above the First Nationif suitable.
James T. WaRkett camp of Confedertinue to run to Gulfport.
will come right away. On resetting
eitetk.- The humidity seemed of a
ate veterans of this city, yesterday reThe depopulation of the Mississippi here they will be placed upon the cars
Taft's Reception.
penetrating character that caused perFirst Cement Used Here.
ceived a letter hem General FL B.
Mr. Sato commented upon time regulf towel of summer visitors from and the service improved greatly, es- spnation
to run in streams and suffer•
For the first time in brit* street Lyon, of Eddyeille, requesting the for ception to Secretary Taft in Tokio.
New Orleans contintee, owing to pecially as regards reducing to a minsanity ailed greater testi the work here has there been used cement mer to invite
every Paducah veteran and said he hed read the reports with
Coy. Verdamares determination that imum the grating noise the present
ter showed they should.
between the paving blocks to fill in to attend the reunion to be held Tues deep interest. The fact that the histhese towns shall hive no communi- motors make while tee cars are pas.-the little space existing between the day at Eddrrille by the James Pierce toric Chrysanthemum Gardens had
cation with New Orleans. The got- erg hack arei forth over the line.
HEAD CRUSHED OFF.
brick. The cement was spread yes- camp of veterans. Quite a big day is been thrown open to the secretary,
ti-not said thae he worild not budge
terday on Third from Kentucky ave- being planned and hundreds of visit- Hr. Sato said, was indicative of the
from hi pOsition if every man, woman
STATIONARY ENGINEERS.
set4e.tie Pea nehT—
Ky., Jelly a.—John nue to Washington street by the em- ors will be entertained by
the camp. feeling toward Americans in Japan.
and chile personally appealed to him.
Louisville, Ky., July eq.—Station- Mate a painter living near here,
was ployes of Contractor Bridge's, who is A number of focal people will go up
He said, leaving out the cost in hu- ary engineers from all parts of the fiettki. stead
"These gardens are almost sacred
beside a railroad track. receottructing that thotongefare
with in the morning and return that even- in our country," said Me. Sato, "end
man life, and epidemic of the fever on tonne" will attend their twenty- Hi, heed had leen
crested off by cars paving brick.
ing.
the coast would mean $20.coonoo in fourth annual :convention here Mon- passing
this is the first erne they have been
over hen, but there is susWhen the other etreete of this city
opened to a foreign citizen. It is a
deprecigtion of reel estate alone.
day. There will be about 2,5o0
picion of foul play,.as a pool of we-re
improved with brick sand was
-Me W. C. CYBryan and wife went marked distinction and honor. They
"It will be betbern said the stover- ;tors, including engineers who earn blood
was found ten feet from where spread all on nap
of same and this to Louisville this morning, and re- are *opened for otue own people but
Roe "for the citizens of these ttwus from eto a week to eto,000 a year..he lay. .
dropped down ire° and filled up the turn tonight.
twice a year." •
TH'E

RIGID

QUARANTINE

Sympathy for Memphis.
Melee i•seepathy is felt here for JIM SMITH, COLORED LOCKED
Memphis, which has been 'compelled
UP ON CHARGE OF KILLto quarantine New Orleans against
ING OTHER.
her will. On the first report of the
fever that cey sent a representative The Accused Was Turned Up by
here who put himself in close touch
John Davis, Alleged Eye Witness
with the situation and saw no neces
to the Affair.
.•
.
sity for -quarantine, and the -health--essauthorities would doubtless have ;kept etellint afternoon Chief James Collins,
their promise not to bar New Orleans ei Nil police force, received a tiderefugees if the inunosition of quaren- gram 'Irani Sheriff W. B. Turner, of
tines by others against Memphis had Lambert, Miss., who ordered chat
not forced her to act in self-defense. 'there be held the negro Jim Smith,
Scene inconvenience has been had by 'alias "'ebbs)," arrested yesterday
the .Clia•ttaiwtoga quarantine. Many morning by Officers Dick Wood and
wet-to-do people here were sending Scott Ferguson on suspicion of being
their families to Lookout for the rest the party who killed Tow Hardin, also
ef the season, but the putting up of colored, at that Southern city last
the bars at Chattanooga will divert (April. The sheriff in his message stat
New Orleans travel from that poem. led that he would investigate the ease
land notify the Paducah police today
!what to do in the matter.
New Orleens' Real Danger.
Yesterday morning Officers FerguMayor Martin Beet-men this mourns
irtg gave out the following signed son and Wood were approached by a
miens giving the name of John; Davis,
statement to the newspapers:
"New Orleans is suffering more who said he was from Lambert and
from the rigid quarantine than' from came here looking for work when he
yellow fever, of which the citizens ran across Smith. Davis claimed he
have the fullest metro!. The mo- was an eye witness to the killing
squito theory is accepted by our pey- which occurred over a crap game, and
sicians and /*platen helm, and there Oat Smith shot Hardin through .the
is nothing remaining to be done but breast with a revolver. death being
In fight the mosquitoes, which is being immediate.
Tee police started to look for
done by oiling the gutters and screening and oiling the cisterns. The mins Smith and found him in the' alley on
street just below Campbell.
ber of new cases was less yesterday E
by five than on ale preceding day.
he had been hanging around
teem *ftegt-04 ee cleimiel it
We haee the tttuatinn se thollbughly
in hand that we believe be-will shortcase of rhistaken identity and
)
.14though he was in Mississippi
ly convince the world that by work
ing on the mosquito theory yellow about
time the crime occurred, he
t in. Lambert, and neither did
fever will be entirety robbed of its ws
w anything of the ehooting.
perils, and that shotgun eitarantinet he
says he was an eye witness
are senseless as a eneteed to fight yellow fever, as such a method cannot to the killing, and although he was
prevent the spread of the mosquitoes. trot following Smith, still he did not
This is a fight wholly against the believe the other should run at large,
after he noted his presence here in
stegosnyia fasciae, mosquito.
this city.
MARTIN BEHRMAN. Mayo
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Folk Wins
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to be bottled up and cat -mullet and W
WORSE THAN crabs
cracks existing between, the brick.
and escape the yellow fever than
as
Shot
'R.ail
roader
s
This solidifies as much as possible the CHANCE
to get all the revenue they can out of ;
improvement, and after the holes
the
ugees
ref
.and
have
of
case
yen I
THE FEVER low fever among them."
were all tilled the balance of the sand
Through Breast
Time Cut was
FOR PEACE
swept from the top. Now though,
IS

lag

PADUCAH, KY., SUNDAY MORNING, JULY 30. 1905.

President Ingram

••••••••

et

%b.
w•harfbott captain, entertained a nunaL. S. DuBois, Prest. H. C. Ovecbey, Vice-Prest. Win. Hughes, Cashier.
lier of friends yesterday afternoon
and evening with a delightful and
STATEMENT
cool outing on the Ohio river. The ;
affair was complimentary to Miss I
c tioue Nellie .Bashaw of
We will save you 30 per cent. on
Visiting Yacht Parties.
bridal tour the groow,
St. Louis, who is
Several yachting parties were here his gtudy in medicine.
the handsome and exceedingly popu- Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Silverware
At Close of Business, June 30, roos.
The groom is a former Paducah- lar guest of the hostess. The crowd and Diamonds.
Friday spdauling several hours while
RESOURCE
en route to their respective homes all, being the son of MT. Ike Bern- went to Metropolis in the afternoon Genuine Rogers
S.
RCES.
teaspoons, regular
Loans and discounts
from jaunts up the Tennessee river.
.whio resided where the Kahn's upon the steamer George Cowling,
$1.5o grade
75e• Cash and exchange
One crow4 was aboard the hand- now do at Ninth and Molina. streets. and returned last night aboard the
82°
33
3,°
18
72°.75
•84°
Genuine Rogers knives and forks, Furniture and Fixtures
the 'and a.:11, went to the Fat's City from Dick Fowler.
some Annie Russell, which
700.00
$2.75 Bonds
$4.50 grade,
speedy' and swift-skipping craft of this place. Dr. Bern heirs is a nephew
I,000.00
Mr. Russell Gardner, the millionaire !oi Mesdames Horman and Jake Wal- Family Reunion.
A Waltham or Elgin jeweled movepresident of the Banner Buggy com- ilerstein, of this city.
Justice Jesse Young of Clark near
ment in 20 year guaranteed gold
6237,953.59
ltee
pany of St. Louis. He and his
LIABILITIES.
Ninth street, had a joyful family refilled case
$8.50
!
Capital
daughter had a party of eighteen Monument for Women.
union under his hospitable
it3o,000.00
roof
30 per cent, off on solid gold jew- Deposits
friendg aboard and the boat came in
115,61.9 . 23
Paducah i: to have a handsome Tuesday evening, there being presRediscounts
from the Tennessee river shortly in:- monument erected at the Carnegie ent his sons and daughters, other elry.
72,500.00
fore noon, the crowd having been library lawn, commemorative of the relatives, two sisters, Mesdames. J. L.
eocro.oe
Every article engraved free if de- Tax account
Surplus
hundreds of mile, up that beautiful loyalty and &Notion of the true Rudolph of Lone Oak and E. E. sired. See us for sure bargains.
8,000 oo
Undivided proms ..
and his-tone Arearn. That evening at 'Southern women to the Lost Cause Reed of Bardwell. A sttruptuotts re834.36
the Hotel Lagomarsino Miss Gardner during the troublions days incident to past was served and happy evening
and father entertained the crowd ,the civil war. The movmint has spent by the family and relatives,
6237.953.59
with a swell banquet, several happy !been started and at the next meeting who were all together for the first
_
hours being 'pent over the festal of the James T. Walbert camp of time in severali years.
board, while sweet music for the oc- 'Confederate veterans it will he taki:n
St*
Twenty years experience.
casion was supplied, by William up •and vigorously agitated. while Misser Woodson to Entertain.
J.
A. Konetzka. Jeweler and Optician.
Deal's band of this icty. The follow- the Daughters of the Canfeder2cy
The members of the younger 'Set
311 Broadyaw—Yellow Front.'
ing morning Mr. Gardner and party and all others will take active part are anticipating one of the most en- ,
left for St, Louis.
and put the city in possession of an joyable entertainments of the season'
The same day the- two Owensboro elegant
memorial. The
chapter next Thursday evening, when Miss
a-achte passed out of the Tennessee daughter, have $3o0 they. want to taney and Elitabeth Woodson will
river homeward bound. Those on give to the fund that will be liberally entertain them with a barge dance.;
Do you want a first class job by an
board had been out for two weeks subscribed to from tilt sides.
The party will be taken to Rockport
ervising, hunting anJ camping, and
on the steamer Gazelle and barge. A
expert workman? if you do take
ateit
spent a fine time.. The yachts were
string band will furnish mimic. The
Dance for Visitors.
It to
• • foonheam" and "Sweetheart," and
Miss Francis Wallace and Mr. invitations' have not been
aboard were .Dr. W. B. Ar- Robert Wallace
Owensboro
Nfiessenger.
entertained Tuesday
•'` and Dr. Hugh Kit-Miley, own- evening
with a roret delightful dance
the boats, Mr W. E. MkDion- at the
Walhace park pavilion. compli. r. Gamble Stewart, Mr. Mil- mentary
to Miss Headley of Lexinglam. Mr. Morton Radford, .Mr.
2244:roadway,
Paducah, Hy.
ton, Ky., and Miss Jessie Wisdom, of
l'imbley, Mr. L. A. Weldon, New Orkans.
(7.
Headquarters for Spaulding baoeball
The hostess and host
!Tugger and Mr. J. L. were
assisted in receiving their many LADIES SUFFER ON ACCOUNT goods. Gloves, masks, balls, bats
etc, etc.
guests by Miss Headley. Mis WisOF GEYSER AT SIXTH AND
*5*
44.+++-ee ++++-a444•++++++++++.0
dom, Nriss Frances Wallace. Miss
BROADWAY.
Marjorie Scott, Mk, Lillian GregilrY.
the storekeeper Muss Crippen. Miss Blanche Hills. Mayor Yeiser Will
See If Street Car
.-2entral shops here, Mr. Louis Rieke. Mr. Robert WallCompany Cannot Remedy the
DRUG STORES.
'•- from Water Valley, ace, Mr. Martin. Mr. Horace SowMatter in Some Way.
re I
went to aseist his ell, Mr. Vaughan Scott and Mr.
& Jackson Scs. phone 231
- •.
VV". en A. Taylor, at his Henry Cave.
Mayor Yeiser yesterday stated that
& Clay Sts.„ phone 38.
•.ntr.
'caking of the cereus
he intended calling on the street rail•.• v the :7- • 7ches from that city
way management regarding the' liaJoyful
Reunion.
'3y s tat.
follows:
Geo. W. Oliver.
The Metropolis t Ill.) Heral,d in bility of ladies to ruing their' dress- W. Mike Oliver.
•i. moon at 5:45 o'clock
Benton, Ky.
Paducah, Ky.
speaking of the Lowery family re- es when the small geysers fly into the
• • Fl
P
terian church was the union held _there
Thos B. McGregory,
last Sunday, stated, air when the electrically operated
-sense- of a -bearrtifut -wedding uniting.
•
—relltbn,
swTra—Ti- Sixth and Broadway -flies
as follows:
''r. William A liert Taylor and Miss
Among those present were Mrs. back and forth from one side of the
Isabelle Whitson, both of this
Ora Lowery-Eccles, 401 little -on track to the other. The ma)or thinks
city, Rev. J. E. Hribion officiating.
Clay, of St. Louis; Mr. and Mrs. John something should be done in the
The bride v,•a--. tastefully gowned in
Parkman. of Paducah. also Clifford matter and will have it looked into.
blue chiffon taffeta and carried a
The car company has at that corBlackburn and Miss Audrey Taylor.
shower bouquet of white carnations
of Paducah; Fred Lowry. of West ner a movable switch that is operatand lilies of the valley. The maid of
Frankfort, W.; Mrs. Charles Sisney ed by r4ectrical, current through the
honor, Miss Alice Whitson, sister of
and son George of Marion, R. K. circuit formed when the trolley reachthe bride, wore green crepe de chine,
Lowry and family, Metropolis: Misa es a certain part of the overhead wire OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
with real lace trimmings. Zach JenMaud Lowry also (-acme home from in !netting out into Sixth street. ithi,
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
nings of Sumner was best man and
an extended visit in Marion and St. switch sits down in the deep groove
Of Paduest.h, Kentucky,
the ushers were Hugh itadley, A. D.
Room
tie Fraternity Building.
in
the
huge car-ceile the groove formLouis.
Caulfield. Stanley Metcalf of Water
New
Phone
;i&
Capital and Surplus $1515,00o
Old Phone 303.
ing a sort of basin in such a Inahner
Valley. and J. H. Trent. of Padueah.
that when it rains water remains
Grand Time.
Ky. Mrs. Charles Anderson was the
The poor children of the city had standing in the place hetweeif* the
musician The church was artistically
ED P. NOBLE, PRES.
a grand outing Wednesday at which .11.•vatble switch arm and side -(11
G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRES.
decorated, the color scheme being
time about too of them were - taken larger track. When the curretft
red and green. Mrs. Taylor is the by Rev. w.
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
S. Ohiles and wife to electricity shoots down from overeldest daughter of Dr. and Mrs. J.
the grove.. near Thompson's rnifl sey- head wire. to switch, the hatter is
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pays e
M. Whitson and is a favorite with all.
eral milks from this city on the Cai- slapped to one side with lightningMr. Taylor is a popular railroad ofper
cent
per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in firo
ro pike. It took several wagons to like rapidity, and this sudden move"The Old Reliable Barber," the
ficial of this city.
transfer the little folks out where ment causes the water in the switch
proof vault for rent at $3 to $10 per Year as to siee. You caary your owa
they were furnished with a grand to fly lip into the air like a geyser. "King of Razors," has moved from
Elegant Affair.
day of pleasure and sport by .the The switch is right in the path of the 4438 Broadway to tog South Fourth key and no one but yourself has access.
The spacious and handsome Brick- good minister and his noble wife. public passing from one side of the street
(red front) and wishes to wel
net home at Eighth and Jefferson Plenty of fine things to eat and lots street to the other, and many a lady
come
all
his old friends and customstreets was' the scene of a most of mild drinks were supplied the
chil- in going over the track has gotten
era.
charming reception Friday evening dren who voted it the happiest day right wheer the switch tt as when the
when lifiss Garrett Rtrckner enter- of their lives.
electricity smacked the movable arm
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
tained complimentary to Misses Berfrom one soide to the other and caus111.11
DR. W. C. EUBANKS,
thalee and Elsie Shelley. of Dallas. Silver Service.
ed dirty water to sput tip and ruin
This tine modern hotel is now open under a new
Texas, who are the guests of their
itiomeopathist.)
Mr-. Joselip T tit rrn pore of the their dresses. The bitulithic street
sister, Mrs. J. Victor Voris, of Timed- Daughters of the Confederacy
management, for guests at the
. and that runs tip sinootely to the track
Office, 306 Broadway—Pnone tao.
Way.
Mrs. H. S. Wells., of the Daughters and switch prevents the water from
The oriental color scheme and ef- of the American Revaluton. have being absorbed like
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
it ordinarily
Residence, 819 Broadway.
fects were -I/TA-talc-ht. -the erecirkete been stiected by President
wotild
in
a
gravil
stree-e —geverat of
A. J.
Very best accommodations at reasonable rates
being decorated in colors appropriate Decker of the CommercalPhone 149.
climb as a the city authorities in speaking of the
to that nation, while the hostess and committee ti sokit subscription to matter said a little
drain pipe could
s
receiving party were gowned in pink the fund being raised
to purchase a be run from under the switch, down
frocioz., while a hunch of pretty buds finr and appropriate silver
service for to the stomwater sewerage beneath
was WOW n by each. About sixty the gunboat Paducah that is named the street, and the water
Dawson Springs, Kentucky.
in thi; manguests were there and to each Mies in honor of this city.
ner
flowed
off
from
inside the groovA many piece
Mary Cave served punch, being en- and handsome slet will be bought
by ed track to below. A hole could he
stoned in a Japanese akove with her the citizens of
this place and pre- drilled through the track and pipe
Niagara Falls -Auwast 4th, and
Easreen costume on. Those 'helping sented to
the officer's of the gunboat. bronght through it from below. The train No. toe
of August 5th, round
to receive were: Misses 9ttelley,
mayor intends seeing if something
***
trip $17 os, good returning for 12
'Henri Alcott, Mary Cave, Elizabeth "White German."
(Incorporated.)
cannot he effected in this respect
days. Tickets will be accepted from
BosweY.
Hobson. Lillie
The dance of Dr. and Mrs. J. VicGeneral Cartage Business,
Louisville only on morning train No
Hobson. Messrs. Sam Hmghes, John tor Vorie Thesesday evening at
WalCERTIFICATES
16, B. & 0. S.-W. R. R. in connection
Orme. Milton Wallerstrin, Guy Mar- lace park pavilion was
a charming
----- Office
with C. H. & D. R. R. frost Cincin- Superior Facilities for
tin, Ned Achbrook, Louis Reownlaw and delightfully
original affair, the Drummer,- Demanding Health Certifi- nati, Pere Marquette
Wabash
and
Handlin
Freight,
g
*11•
Machinery
2nd and Monroe
young folks being costtsmed in pure
cates of Authorities.
railroads.
Bridal Pairs Arrive.
white. which rendered more impressHouseho
And
ld
(loads.
Both 'Phones
Atlanzic City-Al trains of August
Tomorrow Messrs. Floyd
and ive the pretty figures for the' terpsi'Tile health authorities here conLtoyal Cleadle and brides of M.iarni. chorean art. The dance was compli- finite being called on for health cer- 3114, round trip $2t.55' in coemection
Fla., will arrive to spend several mentary to Misses Rerthafee and El- tificates from Paducalians and others with C & 0. R. R. from Louisville.
days with their aunt, Mrs. John K. Sic Shelley% of Dalkie, Texas, sisters going southward, on account of the and good on all trains of that line,
Bonds, of Clay between Fifth and of Mrs. Voriy, who are visitieg here. yellow fever scare. Many towns are leaving Louisville August ,pd, and
Sixth streets. They arrive from the Refreshing punch was served during quarantined against New Orleans and returning until August ,4th.
Tennessee river on the steamer the evening, While the dancers had a that vicinity and people who want to
Atlantic City—All trains of August
Cly& and return that way britind gay time.
ound trip $21.55 in connection
enter these esoprecial cities have to
homeward Wednesday evening. 'The
a..
show certificates, e etab I is!ling the with is. & 0. S.-W. R. R. from Louisonene teen were married last \tiled- Ice Cream Socials.
fact that they have not been near ville and on all train: leaving that
nesdey at Plant. Tenn.. it being a
.At the Mizpah mission on Eliza- New Orleans, or exposed to the dan- place August loth, good returning for
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boilerdouble affair witnessed by many beth street Tuesday evening a large gerous ailment. The drummers out 12 days.
friends-. Mr. Lloyd Chaille was crowd of elninch friends gathered of this city for 'Southern points are
Louisville, Ky.—July 3oth and 3tst.
united to Mi., rally] Warren, while and enjoyed the pleasant ice cream daily writing Dr. Pendley for health round trip $6.95, good returning mate
Mr. Floyd Chaille married Miss social given there.
certificate, so elsey can proceed oil Asigma moth.
Eliza Pearl hay-good. The young
Office Phone 369,
The came (-retring the ladies so- their travels without inconvenience.
Residence Phone 726
For _further particulars apply,
men are twins and greatly resemble ciety of the Brotherhood of Loco- One certificate wee yesterday mailed
J. T. Donovan, Agt. Paducah, K,.
each other.
motive firemen entertained with a Mr. John Sinnott, Jr.. who is in
C Warfield, T. A., Union 1he-pot.
They will be accompanied by their similar gathering at the residence of nemphiane, but wanta to go nn to
mother. larrs. Carrie Chadic. who 'with Mrs. T. L. Roeder of 310 North Aielcansar.. ;
Shampooning, Bleaching, Dyeing.
remain here for one month vieitaig Twelfth street. This alien aff deal
Dandruff cured by electrical treather sister, Mrs. Ponds This, was her ninth pleasnre and delight to the 2S - AGED
ments.
RESI,DENT OF
Body massage, Electrical
former home and she is need charm- Serribled body.
GRAVES co•uNin, DIES. Hairdressing Parlors, 431 Jefferson
ingly remembered by. a host of
allt*
etreet.
friends.
Dainty Surprise Party.
neyfield, Ky., July .a.---Mr. Jok.
*5*
A number of leAppy friend's de• Torian: one af. he beet known anti]
We Write Anything in Insurance
'John A. Murray, of Gleegow, Ky,
Dr. Bernheim Weds.
light fully
surprised
Mies
Anna most populai inert in Graves county, Who twenty-eight years ago began to
Office 306 Broadway
Phones: Office 383—Residence 1696
Friends here have received informs- Stevens of Louisville, with a party died Thtereday
ifternoon 'as a result give the ehilefeen of the city an anthin of a marriage of local interest Friday evening at the home of Mc., of old
age, superimifiCed Try a paealy- nual picnic, yesterday remembered
last Wednesday at which . time Dr. and Mine Tony Vogt of Ninth and te. stroke.
The remanos were imer- the little people in the itself way.
Maiseice Bernheitit of toeisvitte and Bockmon streets, where the charm- tett this afternoon
at the family ceme- At first he could convey the party to
lkfiee Hit& Marcus of near Baltimore. ing young lady is visiting. Amuse- tery. Mr.
Torian ha been a resident the picnic grounds in a few wa gong,
were wedded. The ntiptials recurred ments of a varied character were inGravesof
cotur'sr fo , a half century, but yesterday it took three coaches
at the home of Mb-. William 'Airmen's. dulged in by the crowd who closed having lived
at the
me place, about to transport them. Tine picnics
father ot the bride, who maintains
the evening with .service of light remiles south of
.field fOtItlittt heye made bitri ameng the most popFOR YOUR DINN R.
eindeorne reentry eitahli•hreent at fregwrit;ntr'•
forty years. He
as eiglityerour ular men in the county.
EVERY DAY EXCEPT SUNIDAY.
Pikeeelle a sitborb of Baltimore.
4P-01,
years old. Mr. Teri n was istrmarriod
The temple will leave next Thursday River Outing for Guests.
1130
UNTIL
2 P. M.
rnd lived at the
For perfection an
of his diteth
parity smoke
,
tor Europe where while on their
Mire Frank Brown, wife of the with three maiden
Elk
DINNER
SUNDAY,
Dream
tot cigar. ,
WINE INCLUDED 5,T2:30 to 2.
44it.(

the Week in Social Circles.

For Sixty Days

The Paducah Banking Co.

Eye See Jewelry &
Optical Co.

Does Your Watch
Need Repairing?

Bacon's
Drug Stores

•

•

•

joi
j m 3. 13leich, Jeweler.

Dresses Ruined

BACON'S

J he' COULSON,

7th

f

lisp

1011BINS...

•

It

Steam and lot Waterleatino.
Phone 133.
54., Broaaway,

OLIVER, OLIVER t
& McGREGOR
LAWYERS

THE GLOBE BANK Si TRUST CO

URN GRAY

1

New Century Hotel

•

Price Bros.& CO.,

Illinois Central R. R.

Paducah Transfer Company

R D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.

Abram

L.Weil & CO

FIRE INSURANCE

Campbell Block.

L. L. BEBOUT

General Insurance Agency

GO TO
HOTEL LA GOMARSINO
35e

•

a
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Paducah Traveling Men's News.
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Is Intoxicating

How Cherch Bells Are Made.
"No silver is used i clnirch bells,"
said the bell founder. , "People claim
there is, but I have assayed many old
bells that came here to be broken up,
and never an ounce of silver dhl I
end in one of them.
"leer the be,a bells we use old eaunon. They give up the purest amalgam we can get. The tenor bell 1 am
making now is composed of twelve
tons of old cannon from Spain.
"These 'two molds, the core and the
cepe, are what give the bell its sweetness. It is in their cut that the secret of bell-founding lies. The core
is the inner mould; it has the exact
eh-ape of the bell's inside. The cope.
or outer mold, has the exact shape of
the bell's outside.
"We fit the Cope over the core, and
into the space between the molveit
metal is run. When the metel has
hardened and cooled the bell is finished, save for its clapper.
"To tune bells, it -is necessary to
chip little pieces out of them. Our
bell tuner is a good musician. He 'has
cemposed a number of hymne."—LPhiladelphia Bulletin.

DR. CURRY PRONOUNCED THE
BEVERAGE EQUAL TO ALL
band wagon last week. Good for you,
"The Drummer and the Towel."
BEERS.
carnival
Paducah
the
and
Boos
Ink:
(With 'apology to the 1'. P. A.'s.)
like you promised you would and we Sullivan Given Continuance of Case
CUR
I said to a towelAt a country hotel:
Southern
Whole
Illiwhole
have
the
of
will
Charging
With
Being
Him
"Oh towel, ancrtnt towel, you are
nois with us September 25th to 3oth,
PITTSBURG
sale Stove Thief.
dirty ase--fell—
belongs to the Egyp19o5.
also
Ise
The. dirtiest thing I ever have seen;
COAL
Hustlers," another tribe of good
Yesterday morning Mayor Yeiser
Why in the devil itheft you keep your- tian
fellerws.
received
letter
Dr.
CurC.
from
G.
a
clein?
Is the cheapest on the
President Sanchez was in the city ry, of the Louisville college of phar1 kreti0Pam only a traveling man
night
purported
Friday
week,
macy,
during
who
stated
the
and
that
the
left
but I try to be decent wherever I can,
market. We also have
for Memphis for a short stay on. ac- non-intoxicant sent him for analysis
And it's a waste of good soap and
a
things.
count. of pickles, and other
proved to be am strong and .intoxicatwater on MC
"--t--0 the best Kentucky. Coal
The secretery is receiving quite a ing as beer and was placed in that
If I take but one wipe o'er my featlot of new applications for member- class. This settles the controversy
ures with thee.
in Paducah. Get our priS'1 go get acquainted will the laundry- ehip. Keep after them boys, and make resulting from the negroes' street car
trolley
them jc's Vi,re want a new application
ride whereon was being sold
man
ces before placing your
this beverage, which the darkies said
from each member.
We've stood your rottenness as long
was
intoxicatin
not
bottles
g. Two
Bob Benner and his little package
as we can.
... order....
of insurance papers is back keen an of it were conCecated from aboard the
You seetn eo be strong enough to
extended trip through West Ken- car and Will Diggs and Will Kirk
walk all the way;
warranted oti the ground of selling
tucky.
If your owner won't take you—Go,
liquor on the cars without a license.
Eugene
Kahn
the
Klein,
Tsa
and
of
skip; get, I say!"
Michael Bros. force, were in lam:. Both hostlee had been corked with
week
.having a good time —They say stoppers bearing the A. M. Leavison
The towel heaved a sigh as it turned initial, and the negroes set up the
they needed the rest.
on its roller,
contention that the beverage was not
Boost
carnival.
the
"knocker"
The
bet in opite of ite feelings it didn't
The Citizens of Shelbyville, Ky..,
a fellow who drives nails in his intoxicating, therefore they coald not
change color;
be accused of selling liquor without held a mass meeting Friday to decide
without
knowing
own
coffin
Boost
it.
And although its. breath was noxious
a license. The bottles were sent to up-on a 'way to bring a colony
the carnival.
and foul.
Ernest Lackey left yesterday fer a Dr. Curry. the most eminent chemist Swiss people there with the view et
I sat down and listened to the tale of
several days' trip in Southern Illinois. of the ,ate, and he now reports back securing the younger women for seretile_ersensa.sse, the towel.
that the beverage shows 5.40 per cent vants. The town has been greatly
'Long weeks I have hung in this Ernest is the boy that gets the candy. alcohol
in veitrine, and 4.32 per cent vexed over the eervaiit questiee
good
Ernie
he
and
give
will
you
we
waslenven so bare,
...1111.11MIN16,
mething made of sugar that your alcohol in weight, which is equal to
comAnd when I tirst came here my
to degrees United States revenue.
,fsiend.s say ',gnu need.
plexion was fair.
We again wish to call all the mem- Dr. Curry said the supposed non-ins
beautiful
Once 1 was white as the
bers' attention to the fact that the toxicant was surely intoxicating.
move
new officers will be indalled the first
Judge Sanders yesterday continued
Put alas; oh, dear! 'tit-as a long time
eeeeting of the club in August. Every until Wednesday the case against
ago.
'member should be present, as we Diggs and Kirk so as to get all the
• 41'was only today that my master
lain also have other business of im- witneeses present.
came in
Iportance to transact.
With a frown on his face as ugly as
I A lensety article in a Bloomington.
Other Court Cases.
sin.
iwer"
114. peper ends by stating that the
There
was continued until Tuesday
around
turned
mefor a second
lie
Cireat Parker Carnival is "clean and morning the cases charging J. W. 4.1
1.i
or two.
Felled out his Battle Axe and took a I bright and big crowds are attending Sullivan of stealing four stoves from
The Parker Carnival is a winner!' J. P. Ford and selling them to secbig chew.
•
This is the company
will
ond-hared dealers, Will .Lawreresaid: 'This ain't bed; it'll do foe I
thaFurnisAd
,the
attractions
the
for
P.
T. M. C. ing two, Clem Francois one and V.
•
awfile;
G. Garner one. He claimed to these
beats thunder how some fellers sling !carnival Sept. 25th to 3oth. 1905.
1
The company showed the past week people that he owned the stores. Sulon the style
And want a clean towel every time in Decatur, Ill., where "Dare Devil" livan is from Mayfield while Ford I
Smitireon. who leaps the gap on a bi- lives out about Tennes-ve street, and
'
obey are here.
ten4'hey -think FM"
C
-)c-1-°' w" painfully ha
to bar
" T-Wsd4X-, hasi.leit... the-stoves its....the_wieadsheid-i
night,
and for a time it was thought in the rear of the house he moved
every year
'•
•
Ili tell you my friend it made me feel he was seriously injured, but he is from.
getting
now
along
nicely.
brothHis
Annie
Wallace
was fined $5 for usblue.
But I cannot escape; now, what 'hall er, who has beets taking turns with ing insulting language.
N at leaping, is doing it all now
:M
Until tomorrow was continued the
I do?
J. W. McGlathery left Monday breach of the peace charge against
I'm ragged and dirty, my pride nearly
rreorng for Lake county after vend- Frank Hovercamp, John Garner and
gone,
THE BUGGY SHAWN IS ON, WE HAVE ME MOS:
And I'm thought little of by the roller irkg Sunday in the city. Fishing is Mose Blew.
COMfine, brother, good luck to you.
Sherman Mills, a bartender, was
PLETE LINE IN THE CITY', OUR RUBBER-TIRE
I'm on;
PLAwr
IS
The boys all regret that the Home tined $5 for seriking Dora Warren, an
king to be plunged 'neath the white,
RUNNING NIGHT AND DAY.
ET
US
RE-RUBBER
YOUR
of
Friendless
the
would
not
take
inmate
of a West Court street resort.
WHEELS WITH THE BEST GRA 1;5 OF MORGAN &
soapy wave,
WRIGHT,
TWO-WIRE RUBBER TIRES AT TWO LOWEST
And end all my troubles in a watery charge of the "American Village" at They had a tight
PRICES.
WE
the
fall
carnival.
ALSO
Ernest Ozrnent was fined $e for usHAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF RAMON'S, SADDLNI, BRIgra ve."
C.
Warren
C.
(Red)
was
in
the city ing insulting language on 'the public
DLES AND, IN FACT, EVERYTHING IN HORSE
And the towel tkopped ,,tear that re AND MULE
this week mingling with friends.
1
JEWELRY, BUGGIES, PHAETONS, SURRIES, RUN-ABOt
streets.
sembled black ink,
TTS AND
Calhoun
home
Rieke
is
to
again
SPRING-WAGONS
Will McClelland was fined $25 and
W'hile what it had said I can prove by
spend
Sunday.
DON'T
sent
FAIL TO CALL AND LOOK OVER OUR IMMENSE
to jail for ten days for. carrying
the eink.
STOCK, AND GET OUR PRICES BEFORE YOU PURCHAS
I could make no reply; I'd nothing to • The boys all wonder why Louis concealed weapons. He is the little
E.
scornilland left Dyersburg Sunday for boy thief caught
SALES ROOMS NO. 212 BROADWAY; WAREHOUSE
elm
with the gun he
NO.
'Paducah.
Louis
did
you
play
your seole from the M. reel woman's room
MEYERS STREET; WAREHOUSE NO. 2, THIRD AND MONROE
Hut with heart tilled with pity I bastcards wrong? Try Newbern, Tenn., to the rear of Mrs. Rehkopre resirind away,
dence at Fifth and Monroe streets on
Kewilred in my mind that the P.T. again.
All members are requested to keep his personM. C. Band
Sheuld immediately take this matter the secretary posted as to where mad
will reach there, as we have somein trend
TRADE TREATY
And all over the country raise such a thing to communicate to each member
WITH GERMANY.
next week that will be of general inhowl
terest.
Drop
as
a
postal,
please.
That every landlord will hand up a
+nee+
Through an error the Register stat- Will Be Considered by Congress at
clean towel.
'
ed last Friday morning that we would
Next Session.
Then all traveling men, from the East
-have a "German Village." Such is
to the West.
- —
Will say: "Of all orders, this one is not the case, as no intoxicating drink Washington, July 211.--Germany's
of any kind will be sold on the carni- connnercial
•
the best."
.relations with the United
So my P. T. M. C breethere get busy val grounds. Nothing but an Ameri- States will he among the most imPid+10:1•FOW +OE.
can Village and restaurant will be per portant subjects
I say,
to come before the
I
mitted
by
the
P.
T.
M.
C.'s or the senate at tbst neat senior, of congress-.
_____ The eyes esi a. nation areeon you today.
Go after them hard and stand cheek Parker Carnival company, who have Having negotiated new commercial
only clean, moral shown which any
by jowl
arrangements with Belgium, Italy.
For a 170'W brush and comb and a lily- one can attend.
Russia. Roumania and Servia. GerIt is about time that the cemmittee many is anxious
white towel
to make a similar
Some other cnirvenieneee jnet get if 1 appointed to sec about the new P. T. convention with the United States.
St. I.ouis and Tenessee River PackA. C. button makes its report. What The new treaties
Oa
yesu can,
already concluded
et company—the cheapest and Des*
is the trouble, boys? Get together and become effective
And IT praise you forever.
March I, and prelim
give us something nice to wear.
excursion out of Paducah.
inary notice hoe been received, that
--A TRAVELING MAN.
Guy Dunnirsg, a former traveling the German treaty
with this country
man. hut lately of Covington Bros'. will be allowed
to elapse about NoDon't forget to send irk any item office force, ha,, again packed his
grip vember ao. A thorough understand
ot news concerning the P. T. M. C's and will cover Southern Illinois
ter- ing exists, hnwever, between Washte the secretary, who will see that it ritory.
ington and Berlin regarding the reais placed in our news column It will
1.. A. Albritton is home spending a worts for ending
this treaty.
be gladly received. Help make the few weeks with his family. They
say
The matter has been discussed at
PADUCAH REAL EST"
WESTERN KENTUCKY FARMS. EASE
column a success.
Lawrence is figuring on raising mules kngth by the
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
president and Baron
News wanted concerning any travel as a side line. Ask him.
Speck Von Sternberg, the German
It is a trip of piearere, condor*
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
ing nun, hotel, city, town., village,
Vice. President R. S. Van Loon, ambassador.
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR :T.
and rest; good Somme, good table,
railroad. steamboat or transportation who has been spending his vacation
company. Tenye, let 11‘ hear from in Ohio returned Thursday.
good rooms, etc. 'Soots leave each
rr.DG cl W. Wild TTIC09•J181..1.. P'sa.dhamah. itob
NEW ORDER OF SERVICES
Harry Watson. one of the most
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p.
Ben Guedrey was in last week. popular grocery men on the
Ohio Will Be Observed
For
other information apply to Jas.
Today at BroadCome around and ere us when next river was here yesterday visiting
r
his
Koger, Superintendent-,
way
Methodist
you are in Paducah.
Frank L
Church.
house. We need Harry as a member,
Dr. R. R. Buchanan, of St. Louis. so go after him, boys.
Brrrn,
The new order of worship wilb be
ss-ac in the city last Sunday to spend
G. F. Buchanan left Friday to join
introduced at Broadway Methodist
the day with hie brother, G. F. Re- a fishing party.
He will be gone sev- Ohurch,
Sunday, promptly at to:45 achanan. (Our Burk.)
eral days. Now for some nice fish
m. and will be as follows:
Don't let it slip your mind for an stories.
Silent prayer (preacher and peoinstant that you mein boost the carSi Bryant and Gus Smith went fish- ple).
nival ak all times.
ing last week. For a good (?) fish
Highest price paid for second-hand
Organ voluntary.
Louis Ruble was visiting the trade story ask them to tell you how
many
"Hymn
No.
8
(people standing).
last week in West Tennessee. We they might and how they
I have the facilities for installing a complete @team or hot
did it.
Prayer (concluding with the Lortt's
don't believe Louis watn sto quit the
water plant in your store or home so why not let me make
Prayer by all the people).
road anyway.
a
America Lost.
Doxology (people standing).
Tea Klein got into the P. T. M. C.
you an estimate on what it will cost to have it done in the right
.Lesson from the Old Testament.
The surveyors representing the
The Gloria Petri.
way. Material and workmanship guaranteed first class.
Buy anything and sell everything
United States and Canada have comLesson from the New Testament.
pleted the inspection of the boundary
218-aso
Court it. Old phone 534
Offering—Organ solo—Antherie
line 'between the Dominion and the
'Hymn 7ot (people standing).
United States at Richford and Troy,
Sermon — "Christian Education.
Vt., and have made the startling disWith Direct Reference to a Catlett('
For that Tired Feel- covery that Riclefcird, East Richford in
Paducah.
Stevens Mille, 'which are a short
ing, Loss of Appetite, and
•Hymn No. 198 (people standing).
Moving wagon in connection.
distance within what has been conwith 'benediction.
Nervous Depres sion sidered the Vermont side of the bor- 1Prayer
Evening worship 8 &clock.
der. rightfully belong to Cannda. The
Henry Mammen, jr., the reliebli
and Spicing Fever.
Sermon—"Our Boys."
strip of land involved is several
book
manufacturer, Blank gooks,
Gua nteed to cure mike in length and from one-half to
No Neat Now
Job and Edition binding. The only
estate
real
'The
mile
a
agents,
in
Sz7s.oes
has
width
and
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN .
has
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a
Chills a d Fever. For of
To cams the fresh paint to blister.
4,s00. Richford has, been one of
exclusive book binder in Paducah
worth
city
property
of
for
and
sale
sale by All Drug Stores 'the important border outposts of the Painting done now will stay painted Ithirty_five farms;
Phone 196. 400r/s Broadway,
Library, work a specialty.
also three safes.
we do the work.
United
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is not worth a moment's considera- era) years escaped the ravages of the
yellow scourge and wisely ,desires ti)
_
continue to do so. Those who are acThe entire South has suddenly be- qtrainted with the ntanner and extent
come greatly frightened over the ap- to which the Bluff City suffered SAM BARKER CHARGED WITH
SEDUCING CRUTCHFIELD
p(arance of yellow fever in New Or- when herself scourged with the
GIRL.
leans. For the first few days after it bronze devil won't blame the auth---J sas announced that a few ca•es of the orities for their action in behalf of James Bulger, Saloonkeeper, Warranted on Charge of Whipping
yellow scourge had been discovered self protection, especially as it is but
His Wife,
in the Crescent City little attention a few 'hour+ further run for all refuapparently was paid to the matter. gees to get to other points of succor,
THE FOLLOWING PRICES WILL SHOW OUR ANXIETY TO
Samuel Barker, a colored manz was
But 'soon some points began to preCLOSE
OUT SEVERAL LOTS OF MI 2CHANDISE.
sm.- is
MUST
WE
arrested last evening by Officers Sineach
visit,
and
HAVE
like
a
avoid
COUNTER
pare to
ROOM AND SHELF ROOM FOR THE DISPLAY
It is contended by those who gery and Hurley on the charge of
day since the number has multiplied. should know that "the lid" is off in seducing under promise of marriage, OF EARLY FALL GOODS AND THEREFORE MAKE THESE CUTS
quarantine fever yesterday Paducah as often as it is on. This May Love Crutchfield, a girl under FOR THAT PURPOSE.
The
age, who resides at 214 Monroe
spread like wild fire and many points being the Sabbath those who wish to street. She is
colored also and the
put on shotgun guards, etc. It is well settle the point as to Whether this'is judge rectgnized the accu-ed for his
A YARD
SHIRT WAISTS.
caticious
to
of
appearance
spread
be
the
the
about
in
a
an
"off"
or
police
an
"on"
thy
tomorsatisfy
court
can
A LOT OF COLORED LAWNS
Chief Paducah.
ONE LOT OF CHDTA SILK
demon, but it is well not to get themselves. We don't care.ourselves row morning, as he expressed a will- AT 5c A YARD. THESE
GOODS
WAISTS—LAST
YEAR'S STYLES
\
ingness to marry his victim.
HAVE BEEN toe, taYsc AND SOME —AT 75c.
scared uselessly. The world was nev- anything particularly
about the
PUBLISHED BY THE
15c. TO MAKE A CLEAN SWEEP
tr so able as now to fight yellow fe- matter.
ALL LAWN WAISTS IN BOTH
Beat Up Badly.
REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO..
THE
PRICE IS Sc,
WHITE AND COLORS ARE TO
this
ver
and
experience+
past
with
H.
C.
Blacknell,
the
saloonkeeper
(Incorporated)
BE SOLD OUT QUICKLY. SOME
disease should not be taken into con- . The seam: should clean .out the at Ninth and Court streets, was arAt Register Building, 523 Broadway.
ARE CUT ONE-FOURTH OFF;
convicted
cu.Jessed
rested
and
grafters
from
5e
by
Captain
DRESS
the
Joe
on
Wood
GINGHAMS
5e.
sideration with the present scare.
OTHERS
ARE ONE-HALF OFF.
charge
ori beating up Elmer Nash, a
Nen( Orkans is suffering more from among its members if it \A:odd rontin- railroader who
GINGHAMS IN BOTH STAPLE
JAMES E. WILHELM, President.
resides
Fulton.
at
MUSLIN UNDERWEAR.
sanitary neglect at present than fsom ue to retain its former high strai,ding Nash claims that he met Blackriell at AND DRESS STYLES SUITABLE
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
as a legislative body. A grafter is the latter's saloon and they
FOR CHILDREN'S WEAR, AT Sc
any
particular
other
cause.
talked
THERE IS STILL A GOOD ASRCBERT S. WILHELM Secretary.
'little short of a thief, and the senate p!easantly for a. few minutes, when A YARD. THE PRICES HAVE
SORTMENT OF LADIES' CORBEEN
;!%c
and
8
I-3c,
All the trouble with the Equitable is no place for either class of these the liquor dealer suddenly remarked
SET COVERS THAT WE OFFER
something about Nash owing him
F-ntageod at the postoffice of Padu- Life Assurance society was not that rascals.
AT GREATLY
REDUCED
some money, and without further
ra.o, Ey., as aecoad-claas man matter.
PRICES. SOME OF THEM ARE
it charged so much more than other
50
COTTON
SUITINGS sith
ado jumped hint and administered a
MARKED AT LESS THAN HALF
When Russia pays her war bills and
life companies for its policies, though
severe
beating
The
face
of
Nash
A
LOT
THE
REGULAR PRICE. THERE
OF
COTTON
SU1TINGS
Tyres to Subscribers.
its rates are somewhat higher than those also of Japan if she will nos looks like a beefsteak pounded for THAT WERE FROM 8
I-3c TO ARE ALL SIZES ifRQ61 32 TO 46.
Year
$5.00
then be broke she will he badly bent cooking, as there is not a spot on it aad/ic A YARD TO GO AT
THERE'S ALSO LRFT A FEW
5c A
E.3' .4asdiii
2.50 some other companies, but that it failT1 re_ .ifieltir
financially.
It is estimated that the but what is bruised.
YARD. THERE IS ONLY A SKIRTS, GOWNS AND DRAW. .... • • • •
ed
to
to
its
promises
keep
full
as
1.2
F-RS FOR LADIES--ALL GOING
SMALL LOT OF THIS.
C•
10 dividends, because the management war has been costing the two costaWife Whipped.
AT THE SAME BIG REDUCTION.
wanted more of the proceeds than trieg something like two millions dol
Cora Bulger, of Broad street got a
.,yocz failing to receive this paper they were entitled to under the lars a day.
EMBROIDERY REMNANTS.
warrant out against her husband,
39e MEN'S DRAWERS 390
t
nub) report the matter to agreements
James
Bulger,
charging
him
with
holders,
with its policy
ALL
SORTS
OF
There must be something in a !barite whipping her. The accused is the
LENGTHS
•Reis%
office at once. TeleMEN'SPEPPERELL DRILL
sa- FROM: A YARD
and from the reports took this and
TO SIX YARDS DRAWERS WITH
,yr,cne Cu.it,eriand 318.
judging from the way the critics of loonkeeper and was arrested by OffiFLEXIBLE
IN BOTH EDGES AND INSER- WOVEN SEAMS
more too. It is not stating the facts
ARE TO BE
—.:
Mr. Rockefeller continue to shie all cers Hessian and Dugan.
TIONS
AND A FEW READINGS. CLOSED OUT AT lir A
the least unjust to say that the EquiPAIR.
• ,
manner of missies. at him. Truly. in
SOME OF IT IS CUT TO LESS WE HAVE
ALL SIZES IN
Leverter
in Trouble.
table disclosures do not show that
THAN
ONE-HALF THE REGU- STOCK UP TO so-INCH WAIST
spite of his wealth Mr. Rockefeller
qah,
Charles Leverter, the colored barthe policy sittSkiers were being over4111-11_4*
MEASURE
is having a very rocky way though ber, is again in trouble, he being a LAR SELLING PRICK
oharged but that their money was
tC4
character who has caused the police
Life.
being misused and squandered, to put
considerable bother in recent years.
v..
it in the mildest form, though the NEW ENTERPRISE FOR
This time he is charged with cursing
Siurday Mo:ning, July 30, 1905.
TENNESSEE SIDE- Robert Tidwell, the white painter, at
courts may yet deride that what is
the barber shop where the negro
41.
commonly spoken of as robbery of
Union City, Tenn., July 29.-L-The works on lower Broadway opposite
•
It is very prGper for the state to the stockholders ish•svhat the manage- Tene_easee . o
.:&_e_9f _Fulton, Ky., is to the New Richmond. He was ;treated_
insestigate all the reports in circula- ment was:Amity oil
have a new- enterprise, known is the by Officers Johnson and Rogers.
Fulton Manufacturing company, and
tion relative to the settlements made
Drunkenness Charged.
The coalition OT republican ticket application for charter has been filed
by the auditor's agents with delinwith Register Sanders. The capital
Mrs. Sweeney was arrested last eveof
Jefferson
county
Louisvile
is
and
quent taxpayers, for the peopk are
stock is sts,oce. The firm will man- ning by Detective William Baker on
entitkd to know if they are being going to give machine or democratic ufacture from the rough wood mal- the charge of gettiag drunk.
held up either by these auditor's ticket a run for its life. The metrop- lets, gun rods, golf steckrs, sphkes,
WE RAVE JUST RECEIVED A SHIPMENT orvioutaa, VIOWife Shipped.
agents or rhe delinquent taxpayers. olis never saw perhaps such a contest single trees, stirrups, baseball bits
Oste night last week the *lie of
LIN BOWS AND FINE ITALIAN STRINGS DIRECT FROM A
But the state examiners should not as is now being waged within its lin- and other small articles. The i6COrporators are HerstkeL.T._
W. Sam Payne_ colored, tried ti elope
EUROPEAN FACTORY. THESE GOODS WE ARE ABLE TO
place too much faith in the come itsi The people as well as the poli- D. Swiggett,
With E. H. Hill, the negro.brick conM. Smith, J.
L
GUARANTEE IN PRICE AND QUALITY. THERE IS NOTHpiaints of the delinquent taxpayers, ticians are taking deep interest in the Clare, J. J. Oliver, W. K. H
tractor, but Payne overtook them at
ING
IN
PADUCAH
nor should the people of the state for contests and the falling of the bal- J. Cox and ohn T. Stubblefield..
Epperson and had the pair brought
NEAR AS GOOD AT THE PRICE.
back. The woman was, not contented
AND DON'T YOU FORGET IT—WE HAVE THE RIGGESZTlidE
that, for a man or corporation which lots promise to be unusually large.
with Payne though, and the latter stet
Deepest Haul Ever Made,
CHEAPEST AND THE BEST LINE OF GUITARS IN PAIKIwill short report liabikties, as taxpay- Accepting the claims of the papers
,The
deepest
he has shipped her to Memphis.
haul
tit
of
a
net
etretc-rna4
ers and then squeal when made to sopporting.the swo tickets as reason- in the
CAH.
SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY FOR A FEW OF THE
world was achieved by Attlee- He refused to pro-ccute when Hill
pay them are just the.kind of people ably correct the victory does not ap- icans -off the Tonga Islands in' the and she left together.
BARGAINS. YOU SAVE MONEY
BY
BUYING STRINGS
4.111
it is ever safe to watch. However, the pear to belong to either faction at the South Pacific. The trawl struck botFROM US, WE HAVE ALL KINDS
Dirt Moved.
complainers expose themselves when present time. The cheering prospect torn 23,000 feet below the surface;
Yesterday the contractors* obeted
they try to expose the auditor's agent of the heated contest is that Louis- that is considerably more Oral, four
must have a better government Treks down, but even at that "depth the order of the police to remove front
and the people are not losers but
animal life was found: • .Ttrae es- the street frontiag Wolff's jewelry esNORTH THIRD STREET, Half Block off Broadway.
geiners when this is done. The than ever before for the people will trange beings live in Water whose tablishment the huge and dangerous
reason
the
know
presthereof.
The
mink
been
temperature
pile
had
that
bricks
and
was
of dirt
growls of the- delinquent taxpayers
constantly just
against the W3 S of the auditor's ent fight cannot he the end of the above the freezing point, and under dumped,out into the street while the
a pressure of ;woo pounds to the Mechanics were remodeling the structagents will do
e good than harm reform movement so well on foot in square inch.
The contractors claimed they
To siak the net and ure
without doubt. If it only shows the uhe metropolis, it is safe to assert.
bring it back again took a whole day had a right to use part of the street
peopfle haw ponr-pre the tax laws or
r•f steady labor.—H. S. Canfield. "In in this manner, but changed their
President Roosevelt spoke like a the
World Without a Sun," in May mind afterwards.
the listing of property under the tax
true American recently when, the St. Nicholas.
laws and makt Ada some remedies
Ow Charley Robbed.
or better ways to al46,TSS property ad Panama canal being under consickra,
Charles
Contractor
Yesterday
Jimmy's
Remarkable
Story.
tion, he said: "The work at Panama
will be well in the end. Undoubtedly
A school teacher who was giving a Smedley reported to the police that
it is up to 414 4egislatttre to build- will -riot -be a failure; it will be a sucon "Food" was interrupted by whik he was eating his noon meal
Admission—General, 25C; Grand Stand, 35c; Box seats, 6oc.
someone slipped up to where his
and pass a law, winch will make de- cest, and it will be a success because tne of his pupils.
Seats on Sale at Smith & Nagel's.
we shall treat every little cheek, not
"Please, sir." he said, "Jimmy says pants hung and stole $3 from the
linquent tax paying so costly that
be knew a baby that was brought up pockets. The contractor is remodelGame Called at 3:30 p. m.
there will be no need of auditor's as a reason for abandoning the work,
oNelephant's
milk, and it gained ten ing the buildings Sam Goodman
but
reason
betas
altering
and
pi
for
agents, and then there will he no rich
pounds in weight every thy."
bought from Mrs. Ashbrook, to the
tering our plans so as to make it imcorporatione.14 ate., tomplairring of
"James ought not to tell you such rear of the Postal tieleghaph office,
having been gouged. in any way other possible - that that particular check rubbish," the teacher said. "Jenks, and had hung up his pantaloons and
than according'th 'the laws. But of shall happen again." But it is doeibts whose baby was it that was brought donned his working clothes. It was
tip on elephant's milk?"
thought he had resided here long
the two evils lot auditor's agents and fu! if Mr. Roosevelt will he here to
enough
"Please,
. to avoid being trapped like CULPRIT PLACED TORPEDO COLONEL WANTED CAPTAIN
sir,"
answered
Jimmy,
"it
deliniquelc rafryttl. ft,. tax dodipers see the verification of his statement, was the elephants."—Ilarper's Week- that.
ON STREET RAILWAY
JORDAN TO LOOK AFTER
unless the American way of doing ly.
the audiO'S'agento'
TRACK.
are the !eau by
MEN
things is put behind the construction
Lonely Drunk.
a large majori% iiss
! their large returns into the state treasury, int spite oi the canal. Competent judges say INTERESTING FACTS Tom Ross, white, was arrested ear- Conductor James Rice Was Painfully Advance Guard Eapeeted in a Fen
this morning on the charge of beHurt by Flying Piece of Metal
Days to Get Things Ready for
of the 'toot/106ft coilketion, winch is new-ins- even fifteen years--the later
•
ing drink. 'Officer Hessian took
Last Night.
the Stan Encampment.
nate
more
likely
formerthe
than
paid .99ig
charge tf him
"dellrmitx•nts, will
Booth,
Qea.
will
commander
the
the
hardly
of
completed,
see
canal
show. all doubters
Conductor James, 'Rice, of the
Captain Percy Jotdan, of The Reg
"
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Infectjpg Field Mice.
ind certainly not from the tidy the. Salvation army, is said to be a slave
street railway service, was injured ister force, has received a communito work.
"
d Field mice are as great a nuisance
Revieviiiig..- the efforts of Gov. work has progressed this yea.
Barley grows wild in the motmtains in many parts of Europe as prairie painfully last evening by the explos- cation from Colonel pities 'Henry. of
Folk to puttoklid ors" irgt.• Louis,
of Himalaya, where it is apparently dogs are in some parts of the West, ion of a huge railroad torpedo that the'ichird Kentucky' regiment. reDid Secretary of War Bonaparte indegenous.
some culprit had placed on the track questing thePadticatran to taketharge
city and cooppytabe l)tclago Chronor as rabbits are in Australia. Un- where there crosses
the railway line of coMpany'"'L" during the state enhave the consent of President RooseIn
Great
Britain
averthere
an
is
icle pointeMy orenterIP4:. -1141stnissing
til recently no effective means was
Volk to declare, as he lately did, when age of one insane person •to•every 276 known for combatting the mouse the gravel road leading up towards campment which cotnneenees here one
mere gobble., evesialowely knows that'
Masior Yeiser's borne in Arcadia. A week front onnorrow and lasts for
petsone of the population.
plague, but since resort. was hied to
i!•.e Lovernor, of Nlissouri is backed speaking of the gunboat Flemington
'hole was cut s in the leg of the one month The commanding 'officer
Prof. Clifton F.. Hodge nrgeit IC the infection method large areas
disaster,
that
"I
promise
the
public
this cornsiaty is in Louisiana on
conductor,
who allhisigh hurt painup by the law. Whether the law is
extinction of cayi on -account of
have been systematically cleared of fulls\
that no one shell be whitewashed and **traction
business
remained
and thelAolonel wants some
conand
post,
at
his
(A:lire's.
unjust and puritanical or not has
the pest. The virulent culture is that tinued working
good man #0-..;look after it wdhile iii
'intik quitting time.
the service that nobody shall be made
I-Phe
darqu
%
*tens
f
Eley
a
co
of the organism known as the mouse
nothing to do sell the, case. It is
Rice. was on a sating of trailers encampment: bmi ,.Capt.a,rr Jordan will
a scspegoat?" It is on ,record. that try-seat origi
dettignect, as a
typhus, about
there- is some
the krw and the governor is bound to
pulled
by a motel' kar iii Charge of not have the tinie to spare forn Nit
It
was
t
a
into
'over
identical
condition
to
that it is
the
ex-secretary Was let out of office 4
its enforcement not only by his ofint lodge and has entirely lost any simarly named disease in man. It was Miltorman Edward Lawless. He was private business, and declired to
under a cloud and now occupies at)serve. He is one of. the be-'
ficial oath but by his self-respect. If
suggestion of its former uses.
feared that the adoption of this meth- standing upon the car step when the mco
other very high position, and it is ›An intelligent
,and tactcAios
'Melee," (it the
li
torpedo
run
was
over
and
exploded
elephant is attractipg od iistindet. result in the in4ection jof
his authority can be defied by lawopenly charged that the halt was call- attention in New York. This aninkl' fowls and other farm animils, *Bit with a lood. noise. These explosives state guard'amira most excellent combreakers acting in 'alliance With
ed by the president himself. But per- not only bowls, but, with a pieec of these apprehensions appear to- he are alwari enclosed in a metallic mander.
faithless minor officers of the law
Within the next day or two the adcasing, and when the thing went tiff
haps the Bennington disaster offend- chalk, keeps record of the number groundless—Philadelphia Record.
_t
the position of goveimor become!. a
a jaeredsedged piece of the metal Iverike gtta0 comes here to M ow. arof pins it knoclas down.
er is not so close a personal friend
rAaron Burr" is the historic name, CHINESE TIRE OF BOYCOTT. struck Rice in the flashy' portion of range/mote f4 the encempment,
' mere empty title and thetman who
arid associate as was• the ex-secretary over a
kkep about 700 men here
restaurant in Spring Street.
Shanghai. July so.—The boycott is his leg and cut a very bad gash, thick
holds it a figure-head. Govern'M
and Secretary Bonaparte will be per- near Mlercer, in New York. Almost continued with a bitter feeling
from which blood flowed profusely. at all periods during the motaihissoults
Folk is one of the class of public
caine on to the city and Dr in. The 113,P4
be
g
mitted to skin him as soon as be (fierily across appears the name of both sides, but the Chinese • *tilted
officers, fortunately increasing in
regiments
d
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Ite
dressed
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injury.
grOmide.
"Alexander
Put
Iramilton.
carpenter
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reassurifiggit.
probably welcome any
catches bint
numbers, who do things. Men of
builder."
The torpedoes are dangerous af- them in .good shape. smooth off the
dication from America, enabling them
A lady entered a railway station tot to withdraw from their position fairs and are used by railroad Men. to ilsilj grohnda those for dress parade,
thatikind acquire many enemies, but 'Memphis, which at first
declined to ten miles
place upon the track after their train --Red ii feet Inalce all preparations for
from Edinburgh the oilier gracefully.
such enemies are valuable, as a di
quarantine against New Orleans be- day, and
ihas passed over, so as to rive differ- the others, the tents being erected,
said she wanted a ticket for
tinguished Democratic president dis- cause of the appearance there of
?ent warnings to trams -o -1-1g be toessincioms laid off int!'tstviniroutdOs
yel- London. The pale-looking clerk aqStock Raising Business.( •
I.. . ,
covered." This
all there is to one low fever, liar at rest snick up the ed, "Single?" "It ain't any of YrIIT
Captain Church,of Marshall, muot,i ninn. tne explosiye beiisp ..' (otougli tails
doing his sworn duty. Gov.. Folk Of "'ley out" shingle with the
business,"
she repied "1 might have
for the engine's _to,Ile: shove the
Di*
11/11,7 here ore -s arrives/ .herelo enter the
plain .side
been married a dorm times if I'd like
week f In tonight IT (I PpOrliet camp"
sing business atith his son, Frank loud rombling ()fads itliFt y steed..
winning golden opinion and !Paining turned toward the refugees
from the providin' for al
the following morning fr r a ten days'
111,C . dOor. shiftkae I L Church, jr., who has a fine stock!
onernies of a class whose friendship !Crescent City., Memphis
has for sev- wreck of a man like you."—Tid-Elta• farm four miles from this city.
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The Tadpoles will just about as the Central bunch. Long .and
ON FOUR
get two games.
Brady, formerly with Henderson, but Extending System I River Ripplings.
now with Evansville, were the whole
show in the game with Dayton WedCollo Mullen has veturnedo
STRAIGHTS igiuvillie
1
nesday. Brady made a home run PEOPLE'S TELEPHONE
and taken up his po ti
COM- I
.
Stages Yesterday.
and Long got three hits and a run,
a Xliceman.
PANY PUTS LINE OUT
—
Cairo, 25.5; falling.
also two put-outs. Two of the three
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Chattanooga, 4.2: falling.
If the tanager is pretty today's runs made by Evansvilie were made
Cincinnati,
14.6; falling.
crowd shld beone of the largest by Kitty players.
BY SCORE OF FOUR TO
Messrs. Bringhurst & Koger Take
Evansville, 12.5; fatting.
of the season. '
Over Shoe Store Tuesday—Mr.
Florence, 2.9; rising.
ONE.
Vincennes seems to be weak in
Nance Will Remain.
Johnsonville, 4.4; rising.
base
running. If Paducah had securMane has been selected Captain of
Louisville, 6.5; falling.
No lady can dissperne with
the Cairo team by the players, Ro- ed five Ins, three men hit by pitchThe l'eople's Independent Telet. Carmel, 4.6; failing.
Henry's Aseptic Cream, Curing
EIGHT ERRORS BY INFANTS. land resigning.
ed balls and seven bases on 'hails, mak phone company has gotten comthe suratrer if E...he
9.5; rising.
to
ing a total of fifteen men on bases, pleted their wire • arid poies
for the
l'iosburg, 5.o; falling.
keep her complexion in good
Oie score yesterday would have been long iiistance :ine
Gill Edwards, with the Decatur,
leadn7, out thcough
Drivi.; Island Dam, 3.9;
condition.
ionno Again Got His Bumps From team?, has won seven out of the last fifteen to 7 in Paducah's favor. Of the
section of the county,
St. Louis, A8.0; tailing.
course a Paducah pitcher would not which they are opening up for coraright games pitched.
Mt. Vernon., 11.9; standing.
Cairo—Paducah Far in Lead—
Henry's Aseptic Cream
have done as, bad as Bonno though. munication with the city. The final
Paducah, 13.0; falling.
Simicox, who played first base for —Cairo Citizen.
Notes of the Diamond.
connections mill be made shortly.
Protects the skin from the ill
Paducah part of the first season,
There got away for the Tennessee
effects of exposure to sus and
Grover Land continues to be the
stands 'high ag a policeman in Louisriver last evening the steamer KenEffective Tuesday.
wind,
makes the skin smooth
best comedian in the Kitty league
ville. .
Tuesday, the first of August there tucky which remains up that stream
How They Stand.
and the complexion clear. Conand
Artie
Latham
in
his
beat
days
becomes effective the deal whereby until Thursday night.
W. L. Pct.
tains nothing but pure, sweet,
Eckstone, ;she signed with Bloom- never had anything on Grover when Messrs. Edward liringhurst *and
Patiticali
6 2 .750
DaLate tomorrow night the steamer
beneficial
ingredients.
Posing
-ton
it
comes
to
in
comedy.
fellow
The
the
big
Three
I,
been
rehas
vid Koger assort* charge of the Clyde comes- out of the Tennessee
Vincennes
4 4 •500
sesses
a
very
delicate
odor.
leased. Eck's life was short in that is always in good humor and is the George Rock shoe establisihment, river
Cairo
and lays here until Wlednesiday
4 4 .500
idol of theiblecherites. Where be got they having purcha=ed the flourishing afternoon
Princeton
2 6 .250 league.
at 5 o'clock before shiphis reputation as a rowdy is 'hard to store some weeks since.
ping out on her return trip.
,Paducah and Princeton open here tell as he has never shown sympThe Dick Fowler returned from
4 •
Yesterday's Results.
Broocist
today for four gasnes. Brahic
toms of it here.—Vincennes Capital.
Will Not Resign.
'Cairo last night and lays here until.
Paducah 4, Princeton 1,
for Paducah and probably
pitch
Sixth and Broadway
Mr. 'Thomas Nance, the insurance 8 o'clock tornonow morning before
Cairo 3, Vincennes A.
Seeker for the visitors.
The Cairo Telegram srays: "Har- agent of this city Who was contevn- :getting
away on her return to that
vey's arm is in terrible shape—all plating going to Denver. Colo., to
TELEPHONE.63c
city.
Today's Schedule.
'Henderson, who played second base black and blue from the elbow to the cate, did not give up his place and
I The John S. Hopkins went to Ev- -1-1.+44-1-1-4-1I-t-t+0
.448+4•441-H-1-1»,
P.inceton at Paducah.
for Hopkinsville, has been released shoulder, and yet there are those leave for the West. His company ofanville yesterday and comes back
.
lasatennes at Gliral
knowing
nothing of his condition fered him inducesments to remain and
by the Evansville Central league
again next Tuesday.
v--91‘41.4 '
tram on account of weak hitting.
that are constantly knocking on him be has consented, but will
probably
The Joe Fowler will con* in toin
their
grapevine messages. All one go West for a month or .two.
Fourth'Iltrefight.
day from Evansvible. She lays until
President Brown has sent out in- has to do to discover that they ftre
Princeton, It'd!, Ijaly•act —*By capro o'clock tomorrow morning he
turing today's Ipliale , thisIndians tooli structions to the umpires to enforce unreliable is to read and study them
leaving on her returfl.
Banker
Here,
all four games `pl'ayed-tiere.'''''Piatt the rules regarding players talking and their inaccuracies will crop out in
The Reuben Dunbar left Nashville
Mr. W. B. Smith, the prominent
was in the odsttVte likhans and !Sack to the spectators and wrangling every ne."
banker of Louisville, arrived here Fri- yesterday, gets here today and leaves
although the /creels secpred seven, with the umpire.
at poon tomonrow for ClarksviHe.
Rubber Stamps Moth:PS;Home
Of all the noisy rooters one ever day night on private business and rehits off- hint ''''ttieyA •ierere sieTttered
The City of Memphis will leave St.
home
turned
at
yesterday
noon.
He
with the exceptiqtn,çf the thied,AnThe Cairo Telegram seizes it up saw the Princeton crowd takes the
Can be ,apprmiatsek,ostope Itch
Louis tomorrow afternoon for the
ning, when enottierp.buticiteck.-to rightly ai follows: "It begins 'to cake. They are actually crazy and and wife will go to California next
those
made - elsewhere'
Tennessee river and gets here Wedlook as if the Cigar Signs will have make a noise that woald put blush to month for a several weeks' stay on
get?he
•
are prepared.„,to __furnish- all
nesday on her way up.
account
of
Mr.
health.
Smith's
Mrs.
Tt locals playe.d ar.s9iserit* game a walk-over in the •second half of the the best efforts of the Torn-Torn
kinds of Rubber Stanins on
The City of Sakillo left St. Louis
beaters at the Wbrld's Fair. It is a Smith carne down on business conhaving eight. bobbles ehind Rossen championship season."
short notice. ,
last night and reaches here tomornected
lands
in
with
coal
the
big
good thing for the peace and quiet
and:adoit .orihern were very costly.
row morning bound for the Tennes- RUBBER STAMPS.
Iii the Southern league Thursday of the community that the ball yard which be and others are interested in
I
the deaf mute. pitched winsee river.
Eastern
Kentucky.
PAID STAMPS,
dg• hail, letting tile Indians down the attendance was: At Birmingham, is located four miles from nowhere
The Rees Lee le-aves Cincinnati
1.117; at Montgomery, Boo; at Nash- down the Evansyitle traction line.—
„with five iifs.
LINEN MARKERS,
this afternoon and gets here Tuesday
Sunday School Convention..
The aerate. wa# ftcl anything to ville ?on It pushed Paducah to get Cairo Telegram.
BRASS STENCILS,
morning en route. to Miensphis.
focuPs$* >sirtt le'three previdus bet- sott or itoo on ladies' day.
• DATER,
The Peters Lee. gets here today
Here is the section ot.the ceastitn- 'Next Tuesday the Conany school
ties,.
from a Paducah standfrom Nfernphis en route to tincinr
••
•
INK PADS.
Captain
Commencing
tion of the National Association that convention for McCracken couitty
M‘nrhy,
poi
lie visitors did. not have An
nati.
Nfiarre will take his men out to covers the cases of Forrest Smith will convene at' the First Christian
error.
fact,•anything
Rubber !amp
Sportsman'e- pç evr.,,ry ,rnoriting for and Chaeles • Bomar,--says the Cairo rhm-ch on Seventtr and Jvffvzwu
The game by- innings:
---iocrssurin -dettvericrilb -ifi
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practice and to Awl*'inside work Telegram:
2
e6 7 8 9----rh
streets, and last for two days. The
notice. "Sec. 36.—Upon the release of a entire sessions program is as follows:
Paducah o 2 0 2 0 0 0 3 0-4 5 o and a systerne.,01..iidnali.—Cairo TelRussians Isolated and Soon Will Be
player from contract or reservation
Princeton Got 00000 o—t 7 8 egram.
Tuesday
August I.
Compelled to Yield.
PADUCAH STAMP
, I with any member of an association 7 ya—Song Evening,
lhateries--Pialt and Land: Romeo
service.
Tokio,
Jufy 214.- Euikoff, on SakThe Priticethb li3ensocrat has been then acting under this agreement the
and Downiag.
735—Devot1oned—Rev. W. E. Cave.
halin Island, to which point the Rus- & STENCIL COMPANY
boasor.r, about tin, good attendance services of such player shall be at
8:no—Greeting by President of the
sians
retreated, is small thirty mites
403% BROADWAY.
there. Oa Indict( illy during the Pa- oatee subaret to acceptance by any Copy ftssociation—Rev.
W. E. southeast of Alenandrorsk,
Cirs's Platiag Won.
beyoed'a
onfy
was
nce
'erten&
belonging
cksb
seriesducah
to
the
the same associaOld Phone 36.
'Vincennes. Ind., July a9.—Cairo
rawgc of hills separating dies Alstans/31y-7-Wokooie in Behalf of the
ppendled the Dago for ten safe drives tso, and the IftillIdaye,before it was tion, expressed in writing or by tekedrovsk district from the plain use : I
graph to the secretary of the board, ChetrOlftraerRev. W. H. Pinkerton.
.44.Wts afternoon and woo with ease. only tao.
the Russians are, completely isolated,.
after
day*
node,
for
of
a
ten
period
K:30—Vigelcome
on Behalf of the owing to
„ Taylor Matted tbr pitc-iivng for Caro
the lack of roads. It is inaPete Browning, the once tonnes 'of such release; provided, that the County—Supt. J. S..Ragsdale.
but was not in condition and was repo:sible for them to make a long
The recollection of the quality of
takhas
piayer.
been
bail
Louisville
disbandment
expulsion
or
of
its
a
club
8:3o—Welcome
on
Behalf- of the
/keyed by Bittrolff . after the third instand, and it is expected that they will our prescriptions remains long after
Louisville
hospital
en
city
in
to
the
membership
from
association
in
any
City—W. A. Berry.
•
ning. "‘Ridd? itOdlieB ito runs.
subdued. A victory over
8ioa7Slereopticon Lecture — "In socm be
the price is forgotten.
The sitneftedly:
r h e sdbe operated en for an abscess of acting hereunder shall operate as a
-•
will make the Japanese virtual
thqlt
his
little
for
the
hope
is
There
ear.
release
conof
players
all
its
from
and, *Lind the Holy Land."--:Mr.
• tairo
3103
recovery.
tract or reservation by mid club. But E. A. Ox, General Secretary of Ken- masters of the whole island. There
Vincemtes
I 4• 3
the
services of such players shall be tucky State Sunday School associa- is great rejoicing in Tokio over the
Bat t oriets--fra
and
B it trolff
success of the Sakhalin expedition,
Vergils
Dispatches say that Ernie
at once subject to the acceptance of tion.
Lemon; Honno and Forney.
and the landing of Krestkamp lightL. A. Philbert, Ph., 0, Mgr.
a former loft t but late of Mt. Ver- such association for a period of ten
9113— Prayer _and •Beuedietion—
house is regarded as The first entry of
non, will ph"
Ow the Indians days, for the purpose of simplYPig Rev. B. W. Bass.
Tel. 755.
and Broadway.
7th
Joins Hickman.
the Japanese army into Rtysian &terasnn.—Prince- the vacancy in membership" Unthe 'balance of .
Morning.
Wednesday
•
-Prescriptions
called
and
delivfor
Eddie Brahie the best amateur ton Democrat. Must be the Nebras- der
ritory proper.
this section there is no doubt that
Motto: "Better schools."
catcher in Flidticah. has gone to ka Indians.
anywhere
ered
charge
free
in
of
the
Morris and Bomar can be compelled
9700—Devotional Services—Rev. T.
Hickman, Ky., to join the strong
been
It
eroitnated
has
that
should
city.
to come to Cairo as Farrell was not- J. Newell.
independent team of that town. He
anyone desire to purchase the railThe two hits secured off Frakes at ified the very next day after Hopkins9:15—Roll call of superintendents of
will catch.
Princeton were Barlow', who seldom ville was expelled and in addition county and city, all to respond with ways of the world his outlay would gliggElMISOMIIMIIIIMMIIIIIM111111111181111111111a
amount to something like $36,68o,000ever hits the ball. Barlow also had both players were notified to report a brief report of their school.
000.
Go ea )110usid City.
Paducah
assisted
which
errors,
two
at an advance in salary.
9:45—"Need of Enthusiastic WorkThe l:."1111c1...'s ;gay at Mound City. Ph winning the pane. Princeton NOT ENTIRELY
ers in Sunday School"—Mrs. C. C.
.141.. this afternoon. The local ama- never saw third base during the game.
SETTLED YET. Needham
%fur charrapion. are going to el:en up
ro:oo--Soine Essential Points in
scores, the Nkriund City team having
The Cairo Citizen is trying to Over 2.000 Patrolmen Still Watch- Sunday School Work—Rev. John S.
4efeated them on their first visit make somebody believe that the
ing Chicago Teamsters.
Oheek.
ewieft the aid of a* umpire. The local Mbere who could not make good in
ro:jo—Round Table, conducted by
DRY
SEND YOUR ROUGH
boys claim they will beat both th the Cotton States is not the same
Chit awl, July 39.—Application for Reg. T. C. Gehauer, Field Worker of
umpire and team this trip. Block Mame nith Cairo. There is only work by scores of truck drivers make Kentucky
Sunday school association An Independent Newspaper at the LAUNDRY TO THE PADUCAH
and Block will he the I_ A L. bat- one Mlarre playing professional
*hat is believed to be one of the last
ml :30—Prayer and Benediction-Rate of Onty
TOILET
SUPPLY
COMPAI4
tery.
His sir name is Angelo.
stages of the teamsters' strikes While Rev. P. H. Fields,
25e
PER MONTH BY MAIL.
a few of the men weer told to report
FOUR CENTS A POUN1D SPOTWednesday Afternoon.
A department for everybody.
tgora vs. Cooks.
Asher had the nerve to wire Nlian- for duty
next Monday morning,
Motto: The Importance of Sun - FAIREST EDITORIALS,
LESS WORK AND PROMPT DEThe loos's.
geor
arintat
ager McCarthy $5.00, thinking per- there Was no general reinstatement of ay School Work."
q oit
BEST POLITICAL ARTICLES,
will play s
haps that he could get away for this the strikees, the Employees' associa:3p7De votional.
BRIBE
IlLSCELLANY,
LIVERY. OLD PHONE 1215.
the Illinois Central ilhogi rounds issignificant sans but in thaw he was tion having decided to await the acI :45--Basiness.
BEET SHOWY swains,
Ratteris -fee ti's. noises" and sadly mistaken, as the mosey airs re- tion of the coal teasnsite•ra tomorrow
airro--Importance of Each Sunday BEET BOOK REVIEWS,
Garrett: 60eCno. •F*Pwartis
and the matter taken upwish before removing the ban against the Schlsoi—Ree. D. C. Wrgilat.
REST CHILDREPIE PAPER,
Smith
Farrell. He received ftzsoo, as the irwmter emlployess
2;3
1 0--Inliperta ate Of
Organized MST HOME NEWS,
receipts show.--Caiser Telegram.
Many of the State street stores at- Wkiple--)4tr. E. A. Fox.
BEET CONDENSED NEWS,
RASERALL MOTES.
tempted asehing deliveries in" the outnet
Rally of
IS WRITING INSURANCE FOB
Sunday MEET MARKET REVIEWS,
3
It is said the Cotton State, league /,i.e districts .wittrout police protec- Sc
PEST OF EYEItYTHING.
Vincennes 4os as
.c..sersever the will 411,stput4 snday,.. owing to the tion. The plan was generally sueTHE
NORTHWESTERN
Mho
3 to--Chnenv
alilartn.of Children.
PRICEY BY MAIL:
igict that Witt 'pas blen sfeitrend.,
prevalence of yellow km in the ceasful. As an evidence, howevor, of
33O—Primary Wink, presented by ONE YEAR
4300 TUAL LIFE OF MILWAlillftEE.
South. Here is a chance for Cairo the precaution* vtiR beirig taken Mr H. C. Overby.
IUM MONTHS
$1.00
Weql, it looks natural to tee Padu- to get some playere. Why not im- against possithle violence to the nonHE SOLICITS YOUR BUSINEgS.
Duet—Mildred and Lucyettc THREE MONTHS
cah in the lead again.- Cairo Cititen• port the whole Greenville team? It union
teamsters. Assislint Chief
and chorus.
ONE
MONTS
50( YOU WILL DO WELL TO SEE
,
so far, has won the Cotton •States Selmettleir last night reported 2.200
4:15—Address to Children, by Rev.
Sample copy if you wish.
e,s, The Cairo Citizen says C.airo pennant.
•
patrolmen still on duty.
HIM. ROOM is, TRUEHEART
T. C, Gebauer, state worker.
•
Address Circulation Dept.,
to at least break even with
5: --Prayer
and Benediction—
THE EVENING POST,
BUILDING. OLD PHONE, OFr
dte
i n ah in the sight games approachKittyeleague players are juct as fast
Subscribe for the Register.
Rev. W. W. Armstrong.
Louisville, Ky.
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PURE C AL

Means Our Kentucky Coal will give the most heat, burns up clean and makes no clinkers

Family Lump, well:screened llc bu.
Large Nut
10c bu

•Large Egg 11c 'bu.
Nut
±1OC bu.

Place your order for coal with us

United States Gas, Coal
3oth phorles 254.

Coke Company

•

Office IF:3ot of.Ohio Street
dV
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We Are Making Reduced Prices Talk.
Three More Great Bargain Weeks
10c Dress Ginghams Reduced to 5c. Womens Skirts, Waists & Wash Suits

HUNDREDS OF WELL MADE SKIRTS, PERFECT IN FIT
AND STYLE AT LITTLE PRICES
A GREAT ABUNDANCE OF PRETTY SHIRT WAISTS AT
PRICES THAT MEAN VALUES BETTER THAN EVER.
SPLENDID VALUES IN WOMEN'S WASH SUITS AT $1.00
TO ONLY $3.50.
IF YOU DON'T BUY CLOTI
,
0 HERE YOU DON'T BUY
CLOTHING RIGHT.
EXTRA VALUES IN SHOE STRINGS, A YARD AND A
QUARTER LONG AT 5c A DOZEN.

/
2c INDIA L INEN REDUCED TO 8 z-3c A
A TABLE OF 121
YARD. IT'S NOT ONLY A G REAT BARGAIN, BUT JUST
FOR AUGUST AND
THE KIND OF GOODS YOU WANT
FULL
SUITS,
FOR
SEPTEMBER WEAR. IT'S GR EAT
WAISTS OR SEPARATE SKIR TS.

Wash Belts.
NICELY E11)1BROIDERED W ASH BELTS WILL BE ON
SALE THIS WEEK AT ONLY
roc AND 'Sc EACH.

Harbour's Department Store
College Committee

Lives In Tub

Knox r.
ijune 20—•
Mpntea

Montea
Vests, Ai
• Nadia]]
st11111TICT

anstatite.
Oxford
Universit:
Aug. 9, 1
Wichnic
congress,
Tuscalc
for teach
4 Rates f
to the pin
these pail
Sobthern

Ladies' Collars At 10 Cents.
MANY COLLARS WORTH 15c
25c HAVE BEEN
AND
BUNCHED AND PUT ON A BARGAIN TABLE WITHOUT REGARD TO COST FOR roc EACH

Half Square from B'way

N. Third St.

4'

'MEW

Democrat Primary

SEVEN SITES ARE NOW BErN6 STRANGE DISEASE OF DAY- ENTRIES FOR CITY PRIMARY
CLOSE TUESDAY AT
TON, 0., YOUNG MAN.
CONSIDERED BY THE
MIDNIGHT.
COMMITTEE.
Physicians Puzzled Over His Case,
State Senatorial Committee Meets
and Death Certain to Come
Two Plots of Ground Are Offered
Here Next Saturday to Declare
Soon.
Free of Charge—Options Will
as.
Campbell the Nominee.
Be Gotten at Once.
Cincinnati. 0.. July 29.—Afflicted
•
•
Some of the people who are going
At present there are seven sites un- with the rarest diseaw known to medder consideration by -the committee ical -men, Nathan Feinberg, of Day- to enter the city laerniocratic primary
that has charge of locating here if ton, 0., has been brought to this of August 21St, have the idea that
possible the college which is to be city and is now in a private hospital r they cannot post there entrance fee
built by the trustees of the Sneed under the care of one of the leading . with the committee any later than
tomorrow night at 12 o'clock, but
fund from the Methodist conference specialists in skin diseases.
edustrcitt: this is -eirsonernak-as-Eirairtrearr-W.-A7
at LoTtisville. The romimilge-ii- now
at work getting signed options and ed that a stream of water, heated to Berry. of the committee said yesterprices Avon the property and will the temperature Of the body, flows day that aspirants could enter up as
have another meeting next Tuesday into the tub and itii) again at the late as midnight Tuesday evening.
afternoon at 3 o'clock to hear the other end, thereby remaining con- , The instructions of the entire cotnreport of the sub-committee selected stantly purl" and fresh. Air filled mittee to the sub-body selected to arfor the especial) purpose of getting rubber cushions float in the tub to range for the primrary were that the
Should cloise August 1st. therebooy the body, and the neck and feet 'entris'
these options. °
fore thiv puts it up until Tuesday
The committee of five met yester- rest on canvas *traps.
day afternoon at the office of CharA year ago Feinberg, who has an !midnight As yet only a few people
1y Wheeler in the Fraternity build- excellent taiversity education, came ;have entered for the aidermanic,
ing. and all were preatent except the to this country foam Koenigsberg. Icouncilmanir and school boards.
latter, who is cernfined at his home Germany. the protege of a wealthy I
State Senatorial Race,
on Kentucky avenue with a slight at- uncle in ltayton, who placed him with
tack of illness. The balance found a jeweler in that city to loath the I As J. Wheeler Campbell is the only
*at they had seven sites in view. trade. Six weeks ago a sudden rash aspirant for the state senatorship
Five of these are strips of ground of broke oat all over his body, and the.from this district, the Democratic
over fifty acres each, the owner's of local pl asieians were puzlzed. Then committee for the four counties will
which want pay for aame. The two pimples appeared, which spread from meet here next Saturday and call off
other sites people want to give free the 'MI . of his feet to the crown of o the primary, and declare Mr. Campof charge to the committee. These his hem' and borting. developed into bell the nominee of the Democrats to
run again et the Republican aspirant
Tatter are not quite as large as those huge sai"es.
At tilt- height of this development at the regular election in November.
handling the project desire. but the
proffers were not rejected, as consid- be was srooght to this city and to
eration is being given them along the spec ilist, who pronounced the BIRDLIKE MACHINE
with the balance. After talking over disease a, oerriphigna, whose origin is
IS ?dAHAN'S AIRSHIP.
their nutters at some length yester- shrouded as mystery. Some medical
day, the committee selected a mob- writers aper Tbe 't to a nervous shock ; Chicago Engineer Asserts That He
body from among themselves to visit and (Atter% taisia to some tvi-lrit disWill Fly to Washington.
the owners of all the properties and turbances. by' -01 agree that it is faget their signature to papers stating tal. Feinberg. \
Chicago. July 28.—Frank M. Mahan
ia only twenty
vk hat they would take for the ground. years old. will raaeive every attention of Chicago, president of a fire apparaAll the prospective -ites are out- that money can procure. but will be tus company, declared today that in
side the city limits, but very close to obliged to live in a bathtub for the near future he will start for Wash
street car lines and can easily be week's sinless death ends his suffer- ingwin in an airship of his owrs make,
-and that he -will retieis The city
reaelted. MS. -Rhodes, -chairmen -of Mrs waster.
ten hour-4,
the committee, said yesterdaN that
"I don't simply promise the sucthere was snore work connected with
Hannibal Hamlin's Client.
their project than any outsider had
Haniraral Hamlin, for many years a cess," said Mr. Mahan; "I will do it.
have studied the aerial navigation
any idea of, and it was taking much Carted States senator from Maine,
time to get things started off good. and vice president during the civil prciblem for sixteen years, and I have
He and the others are pushing the war, was wont to tell the following its solution beyond the peradverrtaire
of a doubt.
matter for all there is to it and hope story on himself:
"I ran make from 135 to iso miles
to win out when the trustees of the
An Englishman by the name. of
fund meet ittl-exington next Septem- Watson, while pawing along the an hour in the airship I propose to
ber to decide Where the college for main vtreet irs Bangor, stepped into a construct. Donbters can come to see
West Kentucky shall be located.
hole in the sidewalk, and, falling, the start or -land at the finish line,
broke his leg:. He brosight suit for as I will be at both places in fulfill$t,000 againat the city anti engaged ment of my agreement."
OUTFIT HERE.
Nfalian's projected airship is to
Ifanilin aa counsel.
be a flying machine pure and simple.
Hamlin
won
ibis
case,
but
th.e
city
Paraphernalia for New Eagles Lodge
appealed to the aopreme court. Here It will have wings like those of a bird
Arrived Yesterday.
also the decision was for Hamlin's and these wings will furnish- the sole
progressive motive power though
(tient.
Yesterday MT. L. P. Head, acting
they are to Ix- worked by a gasoline
After
settling
up
Hamlin
the
claim
for the grand lodge in organiaing a
engine.
lodge of F-aglea here, received a por- sent for his olient and handed him one
Frank M. Mahan is an engineer
tion of the paraphernalia, -lodge furwho is: known all over the United
this?"
asked
the
"What's
Englishnishing,. etc.. for the new order, the
States. He built the Kansas City wainstallation of which takes place at man.
ter works and others.
"That's
taking
your
damages,
after
ite Elks' halt next Wednesday night.
He showed the Mate of New York
out
my
fee,
the
cost
of
appeal,
and
August 2. 'The remainder of the outhow to equip its steam canal boats
several
liamtin.
other
expensea,;:i
said
fit is expected to arrive before then.
The Englishman looked at the dol- so that the wash from the propellers
but if -rf•ot. the Cairo lodge, which is
and their at Hamlin. "Wthsat's the would not tear out the hanks of the
lar,
Ito install the Ins-al aerie, will bring
matter
with this?" he said; -is it state waterway.
such •of their paraphernalia as mayHe originated the high pressure
Kasha
tare.
bad
?"
—
be required. Sixteen men will be 'in
water syder which the city council
the degree team, •which will arrive
proposed to install in Chicago. He
from Cairo Wednesday. Ma. fkarvey NORWEGIANS ARE TO VOTE. has taken
cart, all together, forty patHarmon. the gaand lodge repreaentent,
and
the last one is that of his
ative, will arrive Tuesday from Storthing's Committee Accepts Ref- airship.
erendum
Proposal.
Princeton. Ind. The new lodge will
The flight of birds has been this
Mart with about too members.
Christiania, Norway, July 29 —The Chicago mant's study for years. Mr.
Mahan will use a gas chamber to
A freight train on the L. & N. was special committee of the Storthing, overcome 95 per cent of the foroe• of
to
referred
the
was
governwhich
derailed near Jelliro, Tenn., Friday
the earth's gravity. The lifting pownglit. -One mrin was killed and an- ment's. proposal for a referendum on er of the wing rirolees, he .says, veal
the
of
theawinion
eissolinkm
with
.other art badly hurt he will die.
Sweden, has unanimotriff decided to overcome the remaining 5 pee cent.

27,—July

MEN'S GENEROUS SIZE, GOOD FITTING SHIRTS, risr
MANY ASSORTED STYLES AT ONLY soc EACH.
Si.co RAILROAD OVERALLS AT 75c A PAIR.
MEN'S AND BOYS' REMAINING STRAW HATS ALL REDUCED IN PRICES TO CLOSE THEM OUT.
WE CONTINUE THE GREAT SALE OF WOMEN'S OXFORD TIES AND SLIPPERS AT 75c AND $000 A PAIR.
ALSO THE SALE OF CHILDREN'S, MISSES' SLIPPERS,
WORTH UP TO $1.25, AT 75c A PAIR.
OUR MEN'S OXFORD TIES AND LOW SHOES ARE BARGAINS AT THE FOLLOWING PRICES: $1.5o, $2,00, $2.50 $3,00
AND $3.50 A PAIR.

McCall's Stylish Patterns.

White Goods.

SO'
Extrern
ed via ti
points or
epee:al o
* Athens,
is

Some Special Values.

TO FURTHER HELP AND AID YOU IN THE MAKING UP
OF THESE PRETTY SHEER FABRICS WE FURNISH YOU
M'CALL'S STYLISH PATTERNS AT 15c.
A SPECIAL SALE OF EMBROIDERIES AT 21
/
2C, 31
/
2C AND
Sc A YARD.

FOUR THOUSAND YARDS OF GINGHAMS IN DOZENS OF
STYLES AT THE LITTLE PR ICE OF Sc A YARD. IT'S GOOD
FOR ALL THE TIME; NOTHI NG LIKE IT EVER ATTEMPTED BEFORE.
ALL roc LAWNS AS LONG AS A YARD REMAINS WILL
BE SOLD AT 5c A YARD.

Ve

NEW HARDWARE HOUSE

Crit

Stoves, Base Burners, Cuttlery, Tinware, Woodenware, Gran-iteware, Carpenter and Brick-mason Tools.Wire Nails, Builders'
Hardware,and in fact a line of goods equal to that carried by the
leading houseig of the cothitii. —

•ro

recommend the acceptance of the pro-

During the recent riot in Niahni
Novgorod, Russia, sixteen persons
President Paul Morton, of the were killed and fifty-three injured.
Equitable Assurance society, has fired
Louisville big horse show will ocjitties Napier. of Perry county, this A. C. Haynes, an old New York cur October 2, with *24,000 in prires
agent, for criticism of the staciety's
state. ham !rued the Breathitt County
trtanageenent. Haynes is indebted to as the attraction.
My 1 'News for nadiriotra slander.
the society for advance% amounting
He wants aspori dternagea.
to $700,000, but has an equal amount
There have een six murder. in
of
renevrala
due
him
Louisville
this Month.
icc a Week for Vie Register.
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Being buyers in large quantities, and on a basis with leadinghouses, we are in position to`give the best for the least money.
Dont buy before calling and seeing our varied stock_

1. Rehkopl Saddlery Co.,,

'Bus

Pack
Stea,

Paducah, Kentucky.

'

It has -been settled that there is
\a conspiracy in Constantinople to
ke the life of the aoltan Many close
the sultan are in the plat

t

"NEAR '

We have just opened an up-to-date and well stocked hardware department for our establishment, and are carrying a mammoth
stock recognized as one of the finest in the state. It includes

109 South 2nd Street,

,lak'
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n• tewk
a ne
.
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G. B.
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If you
dyed cr

he Last Week Of My Cost Sale

Rose. 329

the nicest

in the en,

After August 1st, my entire stock will be turned
over to the GEO. ROCK SHOE CO.,who will continue the business in the same straightforward way
that I have tried to conduct my business for the
past 48 years.
You had better take advantage of my cost sale
while it lasts, as it is a rare opportunity for you.
I want to thank my many patrons for their continued patronage, and trust you will continue patronizing the Geo.Rock Shoe Co. 1 will continue to
keep my desk at the store and will be glad to welcome my friends and old patrons. Yours Respt.,
SINIIMMIIMUNIMP

4
•ilkoonts
1.6

Specialti
.A bstra
Insura
Real

Dr.

EYE, EA:

Office and
4.

11111111firgallid11110111Millbre

GEO. ROCK.
The Blaine Monument.
James G. Blaine, whose name was
so many years linked with Maim.pobtical fortunes, has no nionsrment
erected to bis tr.e:nory in the state.
Shortly after his death there was an
effort made to procure funds for such
a piarprrae. but the dificulty in getting
subscriptions, was sti great that tait
project was abandoned. The state
has not even claimed the remains of
her once Illustrious son and' the body
is buried in Wasbington. In the rotunda of the statehouse is the bust
of James G Blaine done its ore
white marble. More than the wool
interest hag been attached to this
work of art ktee it was learned that
it has never been paid for. Prof. G
Trentanove. of Florence, Italy, mode
the bust and it was placed in the rotunda of She capitol in r899, but up
to ithis day the sculptor has never received a red cent
roe a Week for The Register,

•Paduc
4

f

Paducah, Ki.

321 Broadway,

a

• E. tl
'ATTU

ABANDOMMENT QF
POLYGAMY URGED
On Mortnons of Utah by Grandson
Of Joseph; Smith..
Salt Lake City, Utah. jelly a8.-Frederick W. Smith, grandson of the
prophet Joseph Smith, and the son
of Joseph Starlit, the present head of
the reorganized church of Latter Day
Saints, has started a propaganda to
convert the Mormons of Utah to the
hustler pritteiples of the church as
stated by the prophet.
As the initial step in his campaign,
Mr. Smith has issued an open latter
tot the Mormons of Utah, appaating
to them to abandon polygamy% commercialism .and political interference.
Authorities are quoted to prove- that
Brigham Young led the peaaple sway
from the teachings of the prophet.

1

The Woman's Lout Goo.
(Brooklyn Eagle.)
When; a man wants to say goodbye tit, another man with whom he
has been spending an hour or so he
jut grabs his -hat, shakes the other
fellow'' hand, says; "so long- or "see
you Aare and is off. But a woman,
having said good-bye in the parlor."
steps at least 'even times betweera
there and the vestibule and makes
itnal stand on the stoop to talk it all
over once more. It would be better
for men if they vorsuld cultivate more
leisurely habits in their daily intercourse with one another, which they
would be moved to do if they more
sedulously observed the lack of precipitancy r hartac te ristic of the asso
ciation of women with their Olt*
kind.
a.

A. combine of all the street car
building works has been periected at
At the head of the, class. My New York With a capital of $34,500,Dream toe Gist. .y.
4:
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J. K. Hendrick,

Very Low Rates

IN

REOXPERS,
BAR $3.00

BEEN
T REd

demoth

Practice in all the courts of the Assignee Gus Smith Sells Brown & Commi:tee Selected to See RepublicI
ans Lt. Tuesday's Convention and
Shelton Stock Next Tuesday—
state. Both phones 31.
eorrn Combination.
Property Changing Hands.

Paducah
Mattress Co.
For First-class Upholstering, Mattrese
Renovating and Fine Repairing.
We store, pack and ship furniture os
short notice.
PADUCAH MATTRESS CO.
sr5 to otg South Third St

G. C. DIUGUID,
ATTORNEV'AT'LAW
tog 1-2 North Fourth Street, Upstairs
Commezcial and

Cc-operative

Business a Specialty.

7. B. harrison,
City Attorney.

"NEAR TO NATURE'S HEART."

Attorney-at-Law.

Crittendea Springs

Room 13 and 14 Columbia Bldg.

...HOTEL...
NEAR MARION, KY.
r• o Room Hotel—High and Dry and
Well Ventilated.
A NICE PLACE TO SPEND
Rooms to, it and
Coltambi
YOUR VACATION.
THE BEST OF HOTEL AC..
COhtMODATIONff—erND THE Paducah. Kentucky
BEST OF LIFE GIVING WACecil Read
TERS.
C. Flournoy
MUSIC THE ENTIRE SEASON.
FROG HUNTING, FISHING,
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
SQUIRREL HUNTING. AND IN
FACT ALL KINDS OF AMUSE.
—LAWYER—
MENTS BOTH FOR THE OLD
AND THE YOUNG.
R04011141 Jig and 2711, Fraternity BM
ESPECIAL RATES ON ALL
RAILROADS.
pra.,:t.:• "
4 •' °torus of Ky.
'Bus Line Meets all Trains.

leadDney.

1

Yesterday morning at to o'clock
Some i' ,agruntltd de.1.;: are tryin;
Judge W. MI Reed at the circuit I to turn ...,:11,0.:r. con! '.3. tyil',;cs up
court, took up the bearing of the • side C.oW I:, hi, reports. from there ye,
writ of prohibition instituted by City terday were -that the Hampton meetJailer Toni Evittsk to prevent the mu- ing proved to be a "fizzle- and nothnicipal aldermen from tryihg the re- ing whatever was ilearte toward, di,moval charges preferred against the •rupting things.
jailer. Hon. John K. Hendrick spoke
According to the information refor the defense, Hon. Hal, Corbett fcr ceived by The Register 'the democrat
the prosecution. Mr. W. F. Brad- lic nominee, for the county offices to
shaw, Sr., is yet to speak for the pros- be filled at the coming November
ecution, and Judge Reed adjourned , election were chosen last September,
the matter over until tomorrow to and the selecticus dissatisfied some
finish the arguments, when he will cf the partisans to the extent that
then decide the proceeding. It took they want to fuse with the republicans
until noonyesterday to hear the talks now. Next Tuesday at Smithland the
made.
!republican. hold their convention to
1
• select their candidates for the county
I offices,
Sell Stock.
and pit them against the demAssignee Gus T. Smith will Tues- ocratic nominees. To see if sarAnething
day sel at public auction the bank- iii the "fuse" line could not be done,
rupt stock of cigars and tobacco of yesterday the dissatisfied democratBrown and Shelton, on ,Broadway In ld a meeting at Hampton and there
near Fourth street. The concerns was something like too present, demade an assignment to Smith, and i spite the fact they sent out word that
were afterwards forced into bank- about 700 would be oni hand. Those
ruptcy, and their stock now ordered present' selected a committer that is
to go to the republican convention
the coming Tuesday and see if arDeeds Recorded.
rangements cannot be mode to fuse,
The Wiest End Improvement com- and the disgruntled democrats company has sold to Mrs. Norab Good- bine with the republicans and put up
man for $1,2oo property on Jefferson a ticket that will defeat the regular.
street, and the deed was filed for rec- democratic nominees. Those on the ited yesterday.
committee stlecttx1 to act as interme
)l.„ P.. Slinkard bought from Gip diaries were G. N. McGrew, Charles
Husbands for
175, property on Webb, Jr., W. T. Lloyd. Albert ButBridge street in Mechanicsburg.
ler, John R. Faris, Albert Doom and
Land in the county wa, solid to C. six others. whose names could not be
R. Meyers for $20o by G. W. Gray. procured.
,
J. B. Roach sold to Ephriarn F.
Word from .the regular deniocra-.ic
Sisk for $1.40o, property in the maninees yesterday was that they
Clark's river section of the county. were perfectly satisfied and believe
W
.tt
there _yijaks.2racticatly p - i licai
times for $6o, a lot in the ffBryan judging front the - small attendance
addition.
participating in the Hampton gather'Property in Arcadia was sold to ing. They state the dissatisfied eleBlanche.R. Flournoy by Henry Bey ment had claimed about 700 demoCr for $3,900.
crzts, but the small number showing
up offers additional encouragement to
Dentist's Certificate.
the nominees in the ts 2V of election.
AN'. H. Neville was yesterday granted by the county clerk a dentists'
certificate.

I

I

I

For Chattanooga

Judge Still Dl.
Judge I.:ghtioot was still laid up
yesterday at his home on Jefferson PADUCAH LAWYERS GO TO
TAKE DEPOSITIONS IN
I
street with illness.
CASE.

KM

IMMI1

6ents foroishinqs

Rooms I, 2 and 3 Register Build- ONE MORE SPEECH AN'ti) THEN ONLY ABOUT ONE HUNDRED
HAMPTON MEETING
JUDGE REED WILL GIVE
trig, 523 1-2 Broaoway.
YESTERDAY.
DECISION.

FLOURNOY & REED
LA WYERS

Iran-ldere'
ir the

iL vingston
Arguments Not
Yet Finished
Fusionists

LAWYERS

Old Phone lo9.

•

Only reliable makes ,-Incf
best Qualities are admiPIQd
in this depanment. BAow
we quote you special valLhs
in seasonable warm weather wear.
Gents' Nainsook undershirts and
drawers, good quality, each
50c
Gents' Balbriggan undershirts and
drawers, extra value, at
25c
Gents' Summer shirts in white and
colored, good asE-_rtment, at 50c and $1
The Norriss collar enables one to
pull the four-in-hand tie to the right
place, price 15c or 2 for 25c.

BEDDING.
Extra value in white quilts in fringed
and hemstitched at $1.00.
Mosquito bars, single beds at $1.25.
Double beds at $1.75 and $3.50.

L B. Ogilvie & Co.
AGENTS FOR. BUTTER1CK PATTERNS

Paducah
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
Estate.
Steam Dye Works too NORTH FIFTH STREET Lawyer I..Settle
K. Taylor will tomsgrow file snit in

icky.

;ale

If you want rour clothes cleaned.
dyed cr repaired, take them to K. C.
Row- 339 South Third street. I have
the nicest line of samples for tints
in the city. Snits made to order.

• E. H. PURYEAR,
'ATTOHNEY-ATLAW,
•
poorns 5 and 6 Register Building,
Be‘s.11 Brodway, Paducah., Ky.
New Phone ago.
Specialties:
Abstracting oi Titles,
Insurance, Corporation and
Real Estate Law

le

Dr. Childress

t..
to

EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROA1
Office and Residence Rooms 3 ad
4, Columbia building.
Phone loaf Red.

Paducah

h, Ky.

Goodby.
r
• say goodwhom he
Ar or so he
s the other
nig- or "see
it 3 WOMIIII,
the parlor.4
ts
hetweee
nd melees
o tabk it all
Id be better
Itivate more
daily interwhich they
they more
lack of preif the assn.their own
•

HENDRICK & MILLER

Announced, Via
SOUTHERN RAILWAY
a
Extremely low rates arc announced via the Southern railway frost
points on its line- for the followug
special occasions:
Athens, Ga.—Summer school, June
27,—July 28, 1905.
KnoxvIle, Tenn.—Summer school,
June 20—July 28, 19o5.
.! Mpnteagle, Tei.n.—Monte.z,le Bible
rrain;ng school., July 3—Aug. 15, tyos
:Monteagle, Tenn.—Woman's conAug. 1-15, 1905.
• Nashville, Tenn.—Peabody college,
summer schools, Vanderbilt Biblical
insttlite, June 14—Aug. 9, 1905.
Oxford, Miss—Summer schook
University of Mississippi, June I4—
Aug. 9, 1905.
R.chmond, Va.—Farmers' '1.1ational
congress, Sept. 12-22, 1903.
Tuscaloosa, Ala.—Summer school
for teachers, June t6—July 28, 1905
4 Rates for the above occasion open
to the public. Tickets will be sold to
these points front all stations on the
Sotithern railway. Detailed mformalion can be had upon application to
any ticket agent of the Southern
114;:lway or 'assents of connecting I nes
liy addressing the undersigned.
T. W. CREWS, T. P. A., Lexington, Ky.
W. H. TAYLOR, G. P. A., Washington, D. C.
C. H HUNGERFORD, D. P. A.,
Louisville. Ky.
G. B. ALLEN. A. G. P. A., St.
Louis, Mo.

'0

J. 0. Miller

I.

,tre el car
periected at
of $54,590,-

Creditors Institute Proceedings to
Force Henry Grace Into Bankthe circuit court foil
Both Phones 355
ruptcy—Hessig Case.
J. F. Crofton of Waverly, Tenn.'
Office Hourst 8 to ro a. m., z t03 against Mary Riglesehrger, Joseph
Today
Judge James Campbell,
_Biglesberger and others for a settlep. m. and 7 to g p. m.
irsent of the estate of Frank Rigles- Judge E. W. Bagby. Ht it. J. Campbell
Office and Floor Fraternity Building. henget, deceased. The latter is the Flournoy. and Attorney ArYhur Y.
Martin leave for Chattanooga, Tenn •
former mill man of South
street who died during woo. ThirdSte His where timuirrow depositions will b.
son, Joseph Riglesberger
adminis- taken in the bankruptcy proceedings
trat9r of the estate. Mr. Crafton in-sitmed against the steamer Clutha
Architect and Superintendent.
during 1899 procured in the court at m-uga. Mr. Fl- sirm•y was St line
Waverly, Tenn.. a judgment against weeks since selected by Judge Walter
aot Fraternity Building.
Frank Rigle-berger for $300 regard- Evans, of the federal court at LouisOld Phone 496 Red; New Phone 3s. ing a land dealt The amount was ville, as the special commissioner to
never paid off by the defendant, who take proof and depositions in the matKentucky. died the next year, and now
Paducah,
proceed- ttr. and) he has set tomorrow and the
ings ace instituted for a settlement city of Ohattanoriga as the time and
place- far- prrisirmiog-41iis tat& The
-tie entail%
owner. of the steamer reside in that
-- -city.
Ejectment Action Continued.
'Yesterday
Justice
Young
Jesse
OFFICE too NORTH FIFTH
Force Into Bankruptcy.
continued until next Tuesday the suit
At Louisville yesterday a petition
filed by B. G Wallace again,
( C. W.
TELEPHONES
Cherry, wherein the former wants to was filed before Jodge Walter Evans
Mee ssi eject the Latter front a house on in the federal (sant to force Henry
Residence 395
P. Grace. of this city. into bankruptcy.
South Fourth street.
-- -Ile is the former cigar and tobacco
-When in Want of—
mereheitt who made an assignment
Dollar Per Word
REPAIRING
TIRES
RUBBER
Justice Sears, of Tyler. yesterday the first of this month to Lawyer
BUGGIES, CARRIAGES, ETC.
tined Dallas Ohappell ji for calling James Campbell, Jr. Several months
ago Grace executed a $1.000 mortgage
Horse-Shoeing, General Blacksmith- Bennie Franke a vile name.
tc Taylor 0. Fisher ICA1 his stock, to
ing Call on
secure notes given Fisher when Grace
For Personal Injuries.
J. V. GRIEF, MGR.
boughs ota the half interest of the
Lawyers liendriek,
& Mar319 Kentucky Avenue.—Tel, g56-red. ble yesterday filed suit in the circuit other, who was his former partner in
court for Tereoa Bach against George the business. The parties institisting
C. Wallace and Robert B. Phillips, the suit at Louisville against him are
Who have been operating the Atclen Trawick James Tobacco company, of
Knitting mills under lease at Eighth Nashville: ()arms & Bro., of New
and Jones streete. The plaintiffs was Orleans: L. Newberger & Rro.. of
LAWYERS.
employed at the establishment and Cincinnati: Nf. Livingston & Co.,
Both Phones 695 —Rooms 503 and 1104 about six weeks ago wa,-i painfully in- of Paducah: I. Semelsoti & Co.. of
jured by getting caught in some cogs Memphis, and N'ational Pipe comFraternity Building.
left exposed in the mechanical de- p:ay, of Cinciimati.
partment. She sues for $5.000 dam Heesig Stock Exceptions.
Office phone 257, Residence phone 474
Yesterday Referce Bagby in hankruptry, heard the exceptions of'TrusChance for the Lunger.
Cecil Reed and Arthur Martin,
tees
4Springfield Republican.)
Fra:( rnal org-amartions throughout of the Hessig bankrupt estate, to the
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
the country have combined to estab- action of the City NOttional bank in,
$2.400 worth of stock llessig
lish
a great coniaumption sanitarium
Rooms 204-6 Fraternity Building.
hypothecated
to that institution to senear the city of Las Vegas in New
Nflexico. It is proposed to carry enter a loan. After the matter was
there 3.000 sufferers from pulmonary taken up by the rein-ice he ergiCnued
affections, and the place is to be call- it until next Saturday.
ed the Fraternal City. The commuCONTRACTOR AND BUILDER. nity is
Unavoidable Detained.
not to be made a nioney-enakRepair work and fencing a specialty ing affair, and through farming op(Fliegende B)eetter.)
Judge—You are Foenotenoed Sri tweneration, it is hoped to make it in
Phone Tays.
some degree 'r41-,arstaiiring. It is ex- ty yesrs in' state's prison. Have you
pected that each order joining in the anything to say?
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Pri4mer—Yes, your honetr. Will
enterprise will select patients from
its membership and that the cost of you please send word to my wife not
Attorney-at-Law,
their maintenance will be charged to wait dinner for me?
again.st the organizaticn sending the
Room No. 5, Columbia Building
patient. The sanitarium, is located at
The 'Chicago & Western ItirEana
Las Vegas Hot Spring--, whose atti- railroad is to build a new terminal
tude is as far above the sea as the station in Chicago at a co;t of $2,hirliest peak of the Adirondack re- 000stoo.
gion. Pro-00m -wilt he made for
arose Who care to. live in tents anti
n and family
Mr. George' Katter
he latest approved inethotip-s4r-tertit- will- -return- -Tees...ley—
fretlentie
F1•,ne, 136-red.
ing constimption will he ernployeef.
tity- and other East
points.

0. D. Schmidt

H.T.Rivers,M. D.

Taylor & Lucas,

Undertaking

Company.
S. P. POOL, Manager
GUY NANCE, Asst.
205 South Third Street.
Residence over Nora
Both Phones Ito —Prices Reasonable

Vernon Blythe

Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers i& Rivers
120 North Filth. Both Phones 35/.
Rastas's., no Clav. Old Yhoae zSi
'OMNI

Dr. B. B. Oriffith
TRUEHEART

BUILDING.

Both phones 8 at the office, both
phones 24o at residence. Office haws
' 7 to 9 a. m.; ItO 3 p. in.: 7 to g p. In.
—

A. S. DABNEY.
f
T IS T—
*fru/hurt 11.•'
• or,

H. B. KEEBLER,

IS bafid
Orchestra

EAL

Special Sale
On Wall Paper.
THE GREATEST EARGAINS IN WALL
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO

PAPER

HAS

YOU CAN PAPER

THE PUBLIC.

A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND

THAT

BORDER

TO

MATCH

FOR THE SMALL SUM OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN FLORAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARE SELLING AT 6 CENTS PER
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY it/3c PER SINGLE ROLL,
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS.

ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT 5c, toe, isc, 30C

AND UP TO boo PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
TO SUIT THE PEOPLE.
DESIGNS

IN

CORNICE

NEW PA

NELL EFFECT, INGRAINS

AND—EVERY CONSIEVEABLE CO --

OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGED BORDERS

TO

MATCH.

ALL

COLORS IN BURLAPS. ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS IN
JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS.

THE

VERY

DE-

LATEST
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